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Hot Octopuss receives rave

reviews for third wave of PULSE sex toys

letter
from the editor
Dear Ladies and Gentlemen

PU LS E I I I S O LO & PU LSE III DU O

The wheel never stops spinning,
and that’s also true for the adult
trade. As the market changes
and develops, we are introduced
to new terms and titles pertaining
to 21st century marketing. Not
so long ago, there was
multi-channelling, but now, that’s
old hat and people are talking
about omni-channeling. When
it comes to approaching
consumers in the mobile world,
trade members are confronted
with terms like noline commerce
or everywhere commerce.
Boiling it down to the smallest
common denominator, these
things are all examples of a
multi-channel trade concept,
combining various channels of
distribution. There’s nothing new
about this approach. Of course,
these terms often highlight the
interplay between certain
elements of the multi-channel
concept and how they complement each other. Different terms
focussing on different elements.
For instance, the fact that people
can shop for products anywhere
they are thanks to mobile
devices is often described as
everywhere commerce. No
mention of coalescing sales
channels a la multi-channelling –
although the concept is very
similar. So, what does all this
mean for the consumer. Exactly.
Not a thing. Consumers are not
interested in nomenclature, they
are interested in the how and
where and when, and above all,
they want good service. As long
as the shopping experience, the
information level and the sales
service are to the customers’
satisfaction, they don’t really care
about the channel of distribution,
and much less about fancy
terms.

London, England - Award winning sex toy brand Hot Octopuss first made history with the
launch of the world’s first Guybrator, PULSE, back in 2013.

N

ow in its fourth year of production, the
innovative British company has just
released the third installment of its worldrenowned sex toys, PULSE III SOLO and
PULSE III DUO and received explosive
reviews from the press, globally. Both new
toys utilize the brand’s signature oscillating
technology and cutting edge design, as
well as incorporating enhanced features
to reach new heights of
pleasure. The
PULSE III
collection offers
two new and
improved
products.
PULSE III
SOLO, for men,
is fully waterproof, has five
pre-set vibration modes,
a speed sensor,
state-of-the-art
magnetic
charging and
an all-new
turbo function. PULSE III DUO, for couples,
also boasts the above features, but
additionally features independentlycontrollable vibrations for her via a
hand-held remote control. Upgraded features
for the PULSE III collection include: Turbo
function (SOLO + DUO) – jumps straight to
max power from any starting point,
state-of-the-art magnetic charging (SOLO +
DUO), speed/anti-stall sensor (SOLO +
DUO), improved second motor for enhanced
female stimulation – 25 per cent more
powerful (DUO). Hot Octopuss co-founder

That's it for this month!
Matthias Poehl
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and creator of PULSE, Adam Lewis, commented: “I am so proud of the PULSE III
toys. They are the result of years of hard
work and constructivefeedback, support and
encouragement from our wonderful
community, made up of customers, bloggers,
retailers and fellow sexy toy makers.” Both
PULSE III products retain the pioneering
qualities of the world’s first ever Guybrator,
which allow men to use the device from both
flaccid or erect
states. This
offers a
welcome solution for men
and couples
whose sex
lives may be
suffering as a
result of
erectile
dysfunction.
The PULSE III
SOLO and
DUO toys also
utilize cuttingedge oscillating
technology to create high amplitude
vibrations for maximum stimulation for both
sexes. The unique design provides an
enhanced sexual experience, which may also
help combat psychosexual issues.
Adam Lewis added: “The response to the
PULSE III toys has been overwhelming from
both the media and the public. We’re
delighted that we’ve been able to continue
offering sexual satisfaction in a way that
no other brand has even thought to do.”
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Securing capital in the financial market
is still tricky for many companies in our
industry. Jason Maskell has come up
with an alternative: AdultXfunding.
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Wojciech and Patryk work at
ReFForm, a fetish store in Warsaw. In
our interview, they grant interesting
insights into the Polish fetish market.

Michael Hansen launched sexshop.dk
in 2012 and has seen continued
growth ever since. 2016 was no
exception, as we learn in our interview.
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Miguel Capilla tells
us about Fleshlight’s
plans for the year
and gives a preview
of some of the new
products that will hit
the market in 2017.
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Emily Morse is a famous sex
expert. EAN wanted to learn
more about her activities and
asked for an interview.
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114
Katrin Kühnrich explains how pjur
med products cater to the
ever-growing group of
health-conscious consumers.

Scala Playhouse have something to
celebrate: On March 12 and 13, they
will host their traditional Scala Fair
for the 30th time.
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This time, our Monthly Mayhem
stars Marco Tortoni, who may again
don his famous Roman legionnaire
costume at some shows in 2017.
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KEMI releases report on

forbidden chemicals in sex toys
letter from the editor

Ke mika lie n insp ektio nen/ Swedish C h emica ls Agnecy
Sundbyberg, Sweden - The Swedish Chemicals Agency has found forbidden chemicals in
one of 44 sex toys which have been inspected in an enforcement project. The results
indicate that more sex toys fulfil the chemical requirements compared to other products.

“

It is positive that most of the products have
passed the inspection without complaints,
even though sex toys may contain harmful
chemicals. Our investigation indicates that
companies in other sectors can learn from the
work of sex toy companies on chemical issues,”
says Frida Ramström, Inspector at the Swedish
Chemicals Agency. This is the first time that the
Swedish Chemicals Agency has controlled the
content of chemicals in sex toys. As a part of the
enforcement project, 44 products from 16
companies were controlled. The Agency has
particularly focused on products of soft PVC
plastic and electrical devices. One of the
inspected sex toys, a dildo of soft PVC plastic,
contained prohibited levels of short chain
chlorinated paraffins. Short chain chlorinated
paraffins are an environmentally hazardous
substance which is also suspected to be
carcinogenic. The company stopped sale of the
dildo after the inspection. The Swedish
Chemicals Agency has reported the company to
prosecutors for suspicion of environmental
offence. Three more sex toys which were
examined in the project contained the plasticising
phthalate DEHP in concentration above 0.1
percent. DEHP is not forbidden in articles, but is
included in the EU’s candidate list of substances
of very high concern. This means that companies
are liable to inform professional recipients if an
article contains substances in concentrations
above 0.1 percent. Upon request consumers are
entitled to receive information on the content of
hazardous substances in the list. DEHP was
found in two sex toys made of artificial leather
and one bondage tape. All of these three
products are intended to be used outside the
body. DEHP can affect the balance of certain
hormones and can harm reproductive function.
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“The companies are responsible for ensuring that
sex toys do not contain forbidden substances.
We found restricted substances in one sex toy
made of soft PVC plastic. Companies which sell
products of this material should be particularly
attentive in terms of imposing requirements for
the chemical content,” says Frida Ramström. our
of the inspected sex toys are marketed as
antibacterial. Such claims entail certain
requirements on labelling pursuant to the EU’s
Biocidal Products Regulation. For example, it
should be stated which substance has the
claimed antibacterial effect. All four antibacterial
sex toys which were inspected in the project
lacked such labelling. There is no specific
chemicals legislation for sex toys but they are
covered by the same legislation which applies for
other types of articles. In the enforcement project,
the Swedish Chemicals Agency has investigated
whether the products contain substances which
are forbidden pursuant to the RoHS Directive,
POPs Regulation or which are covered by the
duty to communicate information pursuant to the
REACH Regulation. The share of investigated sex
toys which contained forbidden chemicals was 2
percent. This can be compared to that the
Swedish Chemicals Agency found forbidden
substances in 15 percent of toys for children
during an enforcement project in 2015. The
Swedish Chemicals Agency did not find any
forbidden substances in electrical sex toys, which
can be compared to electrical low-price products
where the Swedish Chemicals Agency found
forbidden substances in 38 percent of the
products in 2016. The Swedish Chemicals
Agency’s enforcement project comprises random
sampling controls focusing on detecting
deficiencies and therefore the results do not
reflect the entire market for the type of goods.
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pjur med VEGAN glide now registered with the Vegan Society
Fo r th e gr ow i ng v e gan ma rk e t
Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - pjur med VEGAN glide is now registered with the
Vegan Society. The 2ml sachets and 100ml bottles are now registered with the
British organisation, which has been advocating veganism for decades.

M

any vegans trust the seal of the Vegan
Society. Nowadays, consumers increasingly value
quality products that are highly compatible and at the
same time sustainable. The vegan target market is also
steadily increasing in size. pjur med VEGAN glide also
bears the internationally registered, globally recognised
Vegan Trademark of the Vegan Society. The Vegan
Trademark shows consumers that these products do
not involve or contain animal-derived ingredients and
have not ‘involved animal testing. pjur has always striven

App-controlled “Vibratissimo”
sex toys from AMOR

Flensburg, Germany
ORION Wholesale
has expanded its
selection of products
in the AMOR range.
A choice of app-controlled “Vibratissimo”
sex toys are now
available from the
erotic specialist. The “Vibratissimo” sex toys are
made out of medical-grade silicone and have
wonderfully powerful vibrations. Each sex toy has
6 pre-installed vibration programmes and there are
also over a hundred more that can be downloaded.
The highlight is the Vibratissimo app, which makes
additional control from any location possible, and
its numerous features e.g. the Community,
the Video Chat, the option to create personalised
vibrations and the ability to control up to
3 toys at once.
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to produce certified and tested
products. The
“Made in Germany” quality
mark already reassures consumers that pjur is
good for their body. pjur med VEGAN glide is only one
of numerous pjur products labelled with a seal.

The Vegan Trademark shows consumers that these
products do not
involve or contain
animal-derived
ingredients and
have not involved
animal testing
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ST RUBBER presents:

the STEAMY SHADES Sets
Ava ila ble n o w!
Wadgassen, Germany - With three different tempting STEAMY SHADES Sets
ST RUBBER delivers the perfect all-inclusive package for first time soft BDSM users.
Whether as a gift, a subtle hint or as a collectively planned trip into unknown zones of
lust: the STEAMY SHADES SETS contain everything needed for an excitingly different
amorous play!

B

The STEAMY SHADES SETS contain
everything needed for an excitingly
different amorous play

eginner-friendly, sensual materials and
very strict concerning all matters of
quality. The STEAMY SHADES BONDAGE
SET contains a face mask, cuffs, necklace
with chain and nipple clamps, whip, tickler
and a velvet bondage rope. Indispensable
bondage products for soft to medium BDSM!
The STEAMY SHADES POSITIONING SET
consists of a face mask, a bed bondage
system with satin ropes, cuffs and inflatable
positioning cushion, enabling a variety of

positions with soft to medium BDSM. In
addition there are cuffs with door links
for vertical play at the door. The
STEAMY SHADES BINDING Set consists of
a face mask, four cuffs, a bed bondage
system, door link, hog tie link, tickler and a
velvet bondage rope – many different
bondage techniques are waiting to be
discovered with this simple bondage set.
More information at
www.steamyshades.com.

“IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
ON TOY JOY MANPOWER COCK RINGS
PowerDisc C ring set Black
8713221467287
Magnetic Power Penisring Black
8713221467317
Orbit Power Penisring Black
8713221467300
Vortex Power Penisring Black
8713221467294
Scala Playhouse recently offered these Toy Joy Manpower Cockrings for sale.
These products are a copy of the Endless Cockrings made by Shots Media.
By selling and delivering our products, we therefore infringe on the copyrights of Shots Media and
act unlawfully against Shots Media. We never received permission for the use of these Toy Joy
Manpower Cockrings.
We request that you immediately return to us the aforementioned Toy Joy Cockrings that are in
your possession. We will refund the price you paid for the product / products, as well as all costs
related to their return.
Scala Playhouse, managing board”
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womanizer Plus Size – the XL pleasure-giving lover
Av ai labl e now
Flensburg, Germany - It has already been presented at the eroFame and is now finally
available: the womanizer +size. Its new, longer and flatter shape and larger buttons make it
extremely easy to use. The golden details on the very shiny, white surface and around the
womanizer add the final touch to the beautiful design.

T

he other side of the womanizer is black and
velvety soft. Just like all the previous womanizer
models, the womanizer +size´s Pleasure Air
Technology makes contactless stimulation of the
clitoris possible. The 10 intensity levels, for the
contactless stimulation of the clitoris, can be
adjusted at the push of a button. Tip: using a bit of

water-based lubricant when using
the womanizer for specific clitoris
stimulation will help it “move” more easily,
which means that women will experience
more amazing and more intense orgasms!
You can find more information at
www.womanizer-wholesale.com

N E W S

EDC Wholesale oﬃcial

distributor of Satisfyer and Partner
M e rch a n diz ing to o ls a nd p ro mo tio na l ma teria ls a va ila ble
Veendam, The Netherlands - EDC Wholesale announced to be official distributor of the
pressure wave vibrators from Satisfyer and the couple vibrators from Partner Toy.
Both collections are now available at EDC Wholesale.

S
EDC Wholesale announced to be
official distributor of the pressure wave
vibrators from Satisfyer and the couple
vibrators from Partner Toy

atisfyer’s success for contact-free
enjoyment, the newest trend for solo
play, validates EDC Wholesale’s strategy for
growing and expanding its assortment with
new brands and products. According to the
company, they will continue this trajectory in
2017, kicking off with the full Satisfyer range
of 5 models, including the brand new
Satisfyer Pro models and two couple
vibrators from Partner Toy. The wholesaler offers retailers merchandizing tools and
promotional materials. EDC encourages
customers to boost their sales by presenting
the products in a display with testers.
“Seeing the products in action enables
shoppers to experience the product first
hand.” Said Andre Visser, International Sales
Director at EDC Wholesale. “The marketing
tools also include posters and banners.

Customers can contact EDC Wholesale to
find out how to take advantage of these
marketing materials.” The Satisfyer collection
offers 2 battery powered models, the
Satisfyer 1 and 2, and 3 rechargeable
models. The Satisfyer Pro series comes with
a Magnetic USB charging cable. All 5 models
are waterproof and can therefore be enjoyed
underwater. Partner Toy offers two couple
vibrators worn during lovemaking to stimulate
both him and her at the same time. In
comparison with the Partner Toy, the Partner
Toy Plus provides even more stimulation and
fun together thanks to its dual motor.
The larger diameter also intensifies sensation
for the man during lovemaking.
Both Partner Toy and Partner Toy Plus are
rechargeable and comes with a magnetic
USB charging cable.

Shots has been rewarded
with the Best International Distributor Award
Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands - At one
of the biggest nights of the year for the adult
industry, Shots took home this very prestigious award, after already being
nominated in 10 different categories! On the
15th of January, the annual gala was held
recognizing outstanding excellence across
every facet of the adult industry, like movie
productions, pleasure products, technology
and retail. The award for Best International
Distributor is a major reward for all the hard
work and effort that Shots has done so far.
“There is no better way to start the year than

Shots started the new year
winning a prestigious XBIZ award
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with an award like this!” Oscar Heijnen said.
“Last year we have brought some new,
innovative toys onto the market and
expanded our assortment.
This reward gives us the sign that we are
doing the right thing and there is more to
follow! At this moment we are working very
hard on our new premises in the
Netherlands giving us the possibility to grow
even further and expand our assortment.
We have a lot of surprises up our sleeves for
this year so it will be worth to keep on
following us.“
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Doc Johnson reports

successful showing at ANME
Ne w re le a ses
North Hollywood, USA- Doc Johnson reported a successful showing at ANME in Burbank,
California. Taking place at the Los Angeles Marriott Burbank Airport on January 14th and
15th, the Adult Novelty Manufacturing Expo is one of the world’s premier adult novelty
B2B show.

A

t this year’s Winter ANME show, Doc
Johnson unveiled a number of new
items, including a range of iVibe Select
vibrators, an entirely new product line for
men called Main Squeeze, and some fresh
additions to the OptiMALE line, as well as
new in-store marketing support for
multiple collections. Doc Johnson also
displayed its newest product lines that have
recently started shipping, including the
American POP! Collection, the D, a selection
of phallic shapes and sizes in dual-density
ULTRASKYN, Kink by Doc Johnson, a line of
BDSM/fetish products made in collaboration
with Kink.com. Chad Braverman, COO and

Doc Johnson unveiled a number
of new items at ANME in January

Chief Creative Officer for Doc Johnson, said,
“We are deeply appreciative of the overwhelmingly positive response we received at
ANME this season. All of our new products
and collections on display — including Main
Squeeze, the All Star Porn Stars Karla Kush
Squirting Pussy, and our latest additions to
iVibe Select — were huge hits. To highlight
Kink by Doc Johnson, we created a custom
neon sign and included a bedroom scene in
the booth so customers could visualize the
benefits of the products first-hand, including
the waterproof sheets and pillowcases. We
pulled out all the stops and received rave
reviews from everyone who visited.”

Satisfyer Pro 2 now available at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The innovative Satisfyer Pro 2 is now available at Scala Playhouse. This unique design is truly a
one-of-a-kind purchase for any toy
collection. The Satisfyer Pro 2 is an elegant
stimulator that will thrill users with its unique
air-pressure technology. The Satisfyer Pro 2
has a silicone tip that is placed over the
clitoris. When turned on, the stimulator
creates intense vacuum pressure waves and
tingling pulsations, right where she wants it;
delivery a mind-blowing experience unlike
anything she has felt before. The Satisfyer
Pro 2 is not only USB-rechargeable (charging
cord included) and whisper-quiet: it also
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boasts a 100% waterproof surface. This
enables users to take the toy with them in the
bathtub or shower for a pleasurable session of
self-indulgence. This special stimulator has a
contemporary silhouette and offers 11 intense
stimulation functions. We promise that its
modern, sleek exterior will definitely catch the
eye of your design-loving consumers.
Packaged in a non-intimidating, attractive
box; it will look great in any mainstream
in-store presentation. The Satisfyer Pro 2 is
now ready to order at Scala Playhouse via
www.scalaplayhouse.com. Scala also stock
the Satisfyer 1, Satisfyer 2, Satisfyer Pro Deluxe and the adorable Satisfyer Pro Penguin.
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 2 / 2 0 1 7

FSOG / womanizer
package at a sensational price
Fo r th e “ Fi fty Sh ad e s D a rk e r” fi lm re le a se
Flensburg, Germany - To celebrate the “Fifty
Shades Darker” film release, a FSOG / womanizer
package is available now at a sensational price
for a short time only.

T

he package
comes in
attractive packaging, which
makes it a perfect gift. It
contains pleasurable erotic
products from two labels: the
womanizer W500 Pro black with a soft-touch surface
and 8 pleasure levels and the adjustable bed restraints (handcuffs and ankle cuffs) “Control Freak’”
from the official “Shades of Grey” collection. The
package also includes a blindfold and door hanger
from the “Shades of Grey” collection, and 2
replacement caps and a storage bag for the
womanizer. Only while stocks last. You can find more
information at www.womanizer-wholesale.com

The MALESATION
Cock-Ring Stand-Up
Wadgassen, Germany More stamina
needed? A new ‘little helper’
is added to ST Rubber’s
brand MALESATION. The
name of the product is
Stand-Up and it combines a penis ring with a testicle
ring. The user doesn’t only profit from the exciting
feeling of wearing a penis ring but he also gets very
effective product because the innovative shaft
support of Stand-Up can provide longer and stronger
erections. The new MALESATION product is made
from silicone, it is soft, stretchable, waterproof,
odorless and very eay to cleam. The diameter of the
shaft support is 3 cm.
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Celebrate the big

3-OOOH with Scala Playhouse

30th in - h o use sh o w
Almere, The Netherlands - The upcoming Scala Fair on March
12-13 will definitely be a special event, after all, this is the 30th
in-house show hosted by Scala Playhouse. The ‘Big 3-OOOH!’
Scala Fair will again take place in the Scala Playhouse showroom
located in Almere, the Netherlands.

D

uring this extra festive fair, Scala will treat customers to the party of
a lifetime, including delicious treats, amazing gifts and of course
amazing entertainment.So what to expect? At the moment the Scala
Fair is still a bit of a ‘surprise party’. This means that Scala can’t reveal
all the details yet, as they are still in the midst of planning all the brilliant
aspects of the fair. They can however promise that this is one party
anybody don’t want to miss! As always there will be fantastic deals to
profit from, and Scala will make sure every need is catered to with their
wonderful hospitality and entertainment. Their experienced sales team
will be there to welcome visitors and introduce them to all of Scala’s
must-have releases, new brands and exciting collections. Win amazing
rewards in playful prize-competitions and catch up with old friends and
new acquaintances in Scala’s showroom restaurant.

Perfect Fit Collections Kits
Wimbourne, England - The Perfect Fit
Collections Kits have arrived at ABS and
are packed to the brim with the brands
most popular pleasure products. These
kits have been thoughtfully put together to
include a range of Perfect Fit favourites and
each kit ensures a complete experience.
The Collections Luxury Kit including Silaskin
features the Bull Bag, the Fatboy Thin and
StackIt Rings. The Premium C-Rings Kit includes the Cruiser Ring, the
Cock+Ball as well as X-act Fit Rings and Armour Up. This kit powers up his
performance and he’ll love exploring the different rings from the Perfect Fit
range. The Anal Fetish Kit has been created especially for anal pleasure
and features three incredible Perfect Fit toys – the Master Plug, Hump Gear
and the Tunnel Plug. The Perfect Fit Collections Kits are great for beginners
and pros and are perfect for exploring a range of Perfect Fit toys at a
great price. These kits are an exciting addition to the ABS portfolio
and they know that their customers will love playing with these
Perfect Fit bestsellers.
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“Just Glide” now also
speciﬁcally for use with sex toys
N ew fr om OR I ON W h ol es al e
Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale has
established a high-quality, medical lubricant for
great pleasure at a low price.

“

Just Glide Toys” is new – it has an
extra thick consistency, makes
frictionless sex in all the different
positions possible and also makes
sex toys wonderfully slippery. The
water-based lubricant is safe to use
with latex condoms and can, of course,
be used with sex toys because it won´t
damage the material. Like all “Just
Glide” lubricants, this one also stands
out from the rest because of its highquality, 100% vegan formula “made in Germany”. The
skin tolerance has been dermatologically tested and
received “very good”. “Just Glide Toys” is available in
50 ml and 200 ml. The product description on the
packaging is in 8 different languages.

Air Tech Twist in stock and
shipping at ABS
Wimbourne, England - The
Air-Tech Twist puts men in
control of their pleasure, allowing them to adjust suction
and intensity with a simple
twist! This toy is now available
at ABS and comes in two
textures - Tickle features more intense stimulation with
nubs and waves while Ripple features a gentler rolling
sensation for less intense stimulation. The Air Tech
Twist is textured on the inside and features 5 stages of
stimulation as men push their way through each one.
This masturbation sleeve is latex and phthalate free
and can be used with a water based lubricant for enhanced pleasure. This toy also features an additional
suction flow air hole at the tip that allows men to control sensation, suction and pressure even more easily.
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Lovehoney wins Best

Online Retailer - Pleasure Products
X B I Z Aw a rds 2017
Bath, England - The Lovehoney team has returned from LA triumphant having won Best
Online Retailer - Pleasure Products at the hottest industry bash of the year. The XBIZ
Awards honor the very best in the business of sex and the ballroom of the Westin
Bonaventura Hotel in Los Angeles was packed out with the adult industry’s finest.

A

dult film legend Ron Jeremy featured as
master of ceremonies for the red-carpet
gala. A star-studded affair that attracts the
best-of-the-best, the XBIZ Awards are
celebrating their 15th anniversary in 2017 - as
is Lovehoney. The awards recognise outstanding achievements across every facet of the
multibillion-dollar business, including movie
production, pleasure products, technology and
retail. In attendance from Lovehoney was Sales
Manager Sabrina Earnshaw, who said of the
win, “It was a fantastic night attended by some
of the most important members of the industry.
I was honoured to represent Lovehoney and to
win is so important for us. I’d like to thank
everyone that has supported us in the last year

and cannot wait for more exciting things to
come in 2017.” Richard Longhurst,
Co-Founder of Lovehoney commented,
“Thank you to XBIZ for this recognition of the
Lovehoney.com website. 2016 was a
breakthrough year for Lovehoney in the US and
this is the perfect way to start 2017 as we look
forward to the release of the Fifty Shades
Darker movie which will provide another boost
for everyone in the industry. We really
appreciate the support of everyone at XBIZ
and in the industry. We look forward to
growing awareness of sexual happiness and
the important part that sex toys can play in
helping people enjoy a fun and fulfilling
sex life.”

A touch of petite
perfection with LIL’ BERRIES by TOYJOY
Almere, The Netherlands – The LIL’
BERRIES by TOYJOY collection was
introduced in 2016 and is a big hit with
consumers thanks to its non-intimidating
look and feel, plus very attractive pricing.
The adorable range offers 5 beautiful
designs. Choose between teasing bunny
ears, naughty dual ended ticklers, a curved
bulbous head, a cheeky slider and a teasing
tongue; all made of premium silicone and
with innovative, thrilling functions. Each
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stimulator has its own unique skills and
thrills, meaning consumers can collect them
all for a fully encompassing toy collection, or
even experiment with using multiple LIL’
BERRIES by TOYJOY simultaneously. All the
stimulators in the range are made of silky soft
silicone and ABS for a premium experience.
They also are USB-rechargeable (charging
cord included) and come in a trendy,
non-intimidating packaging to match their
sweet, sassy silhouettes.
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“Black Velvets” from You2Toys
N ew s e x toy s for bac k p as sa ge pl e asure
Flensburg, Germany - The anus has a lot of erotic potential. It is surrounded by lots of sensitive nerve endings that are linked
to the sex organs. What then could be better than anal stimulation to increase a man´s and a woman´s pleasure?

M

ore and more people who like to
(s)experiment are realising this and the
demand for special sex toys is increasing.
There are numerous new “Black Velvets” sex
toys from You2Toys for back passage pleasure, which will make trying out anal pleasure
for the first time a bit easier. The “Black Velvets” sex toys are now available from ORION
Wholesale. There are plugs, anal beads,
special vibrators and an intimate douche for
preparation, as well as special sex toys for

penis stimulation. All the sex toys in this
special range are made out of black silicone and
their smooth surface becomes wonderfully slippery
when used with water-based lubricant. The shape
of the toys have been well thought out – they have
practical retraction loops and narrow handles so
that they stay securely in place. They also have
patterns e.g. grooves or wavy parts for additional
stimulation. The “Black Velvets” sex toys are
delivered in high-quality boxes with the description
of the product in 10 languages.

The “Black Velvets”
sex toys are now
available from
ORION Wholesale

N E W S

XR Brands debuts ‘Saddle’

ride-on sex machine with unrivaled power
Ne w ultra - p o werf ul sex ma ch ine a va ila ble with stra tegic w holes ale d is t r ib u t ion mod el
Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands has unveiled the Saddle Deluxe Sex Machine, a
mountable ride-on sex machine that delivers tremendous rumbling vibration
throughout the user’s body.

T

The Saddle Deluxe Sex Machine
features five vibration speeds and
five pulsation functions, and each
unit comes with a universal
dildo attachment

his ultra-powerful device is the only in its
category to come equipped with a
strategic wholesale distribution model,
making it easier than ever for stores to bring
this level of high-tech sex to loyal shoppers.
The Saddle Deluxe Sex Machine is making
waves within its product category thanks to
competitive pricing, rumbling power, and
wholesale access. This distribution-friendly
device is the first to give stores the option of
buying through a trusted supplier, rather than
going direct, and XR Brands is already
reporting rave responses from customers
around the world. “The industry needed a
universal ride-on sex machine with a true
wholesale distribution model, and it was only
natural that XR Brands took on the task,” XR
Brands Director of Sales and Marketing
Rebecca Weinberg said. “The Saddle Deluxe

Sex Machine has been one of our most
anticipated items of the year; we sold out of
our first shipment weeks before it even
arrived. Major interest with substantial orders
keep coming in and we’re poised and ready
to fulfill customers’ needs!” The Saddle
Deluxe Sex Machine’s unique design is
styled like that of a saddle, including a saddle
horn-like control that detaches via a
retractable coil, making it easy for partners to
be in control. The Saddle Deluxe Sex
Machine features five vibration speeds and
five pulsation functions, and each unit
comes with a universal dildo attachment.
The Saddle Deluxe is made of ABS
plastic and faux leather with a TPE dildo
attachment. Additional attachments for
universal pleasure will be available
early 2017.

Improving the intimate
wellbeing with pjur Med at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - The pjur Med range
offers a great choice in lubricants, designed to
add an extra slippery, pleasurable dimension to
the intimate play. With various premium,
body-safe lubes to choose from, there is a
match with every preference, age and demand.
Where pjur Med stands out, is that the range is
not per definition designed to spice up the love
life, but more enhance the love life; adding glide
where often lubrication is lost due to age or illness
(for example: vaginal dryness after menopause),
or needs to be enhanced in a particular way.
The pjur Med assortment at Scala Playhouse
includes various innovative lubricants, such as
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the Vegan Glide (all plant-based materials), Soft
Slide (specifically developed for very dry and
sensitive mucous membrane in the genital area)
and the Sensitive Slide (specifically developed
for very sensitive mucous). One of the most
revolutionary products in the collection is the
Repair Glide. This unique formula doesn’t just
provide a long-lasting glide; it also contains the
regenerative ingredient hyaluron for dry and
stressed vaginal mucosa. Hyaluron has the
ability to bind large amounts of water and to
provide better than average lubrication, plus leads
to optimal regeneration of the skin; repairing any
sore or dry areas.
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Sir Richard’s Soak N’ Stroke
now in-stock and shipping
Rub I t O ut crea m, Tug It O ut p o lish , a nd B ea t It O ut gel
Chatsworth, USA - Sir Richard’s, the company known for introducing all natural, premium,
non-toxic condoms to the market is pleased to announce their much anticipated Soak N’
Stroke line, along with other new consumables, are now in-stock and shipping.

S

The Soak N’ Stroke line of waterresistant masturbation lubricants are
intended to enhance men’s solo
sessions in the shower

ir Richard’s introduced Soak
N’ Stroke shower masturbation lubricants at ANME in July.
The line of innovative consumables along with their Safer Than
Sin toy cleaner and Champion
Oral Sex Spray has now hit the
market. The Soak N’ Stroke line
of water-resistant masturbation
lubricants are intended to
enhance men’s solo sessions in
the shower. The line includes three
products: Rub It Out cream, Tug It Out polish,
and Beat It Out Gel, each with their own unique
formula and level of viscosity. All of the Soak N’
Stroke masturbation lubricants are waterresistant, oil based and come with a hanging
bottle so you can leave it within an arms reach.

Get wet. Get dirty. Get Clean. Repeat. Sir
Richard’s has also added two additional
products to their line-up. The Safer Than Sin toy
cleaner is an ultra-fine mist spray that makes it
easy to clean your favorite products and get back
to business. The gentle formula is compatible
with all toys including Sir Richard’s ELEMENT line
of silicone toys for men, introduced earlier this
year. Sir Richard’s new Champion Oral Sex Spray
makes one of life’s greatest pleasures more
enjoyable. The spearmint spray reduces
discomfort with a gentle desensitizing formula
making oral sex more enjoyable, in addition to
leaving you with minty fresh breath. Sir Richard’s
Soak N’ Stroke are now available for purchase.
Please contact your Jimmyjane, Sir or Pipedream
Product sales rep for more information on
purchasing and collateral.

Introducing the ‘Bridal’
selection at Scala Playhouse
Almere, The Netherlands - New at Scala
Playhouse: the ‘Bridal’ selection. This special online selection contains Scala Playhouse’s best
picks for the upcoming bridal seasons, ranging
from own brands to third-party products. The
special ‘Bridal’ selection has all the essentials to
make consumers say ‘I do’ to a naughty
purchase! May, June and September are the
peak months when it comes to weddings;
however, Scala have noticed that consumers
start shopping for bridal novelties from January
onwards. With stag and hen parties being
planned, and gifts being bought months in
advance, their advice is to get stock sorted at the
beginning of 2017. The sooner retailers have their
bridal products in store, the more prepared they
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are when the wedding hype hits. The Scala
Playhouse ‘Bridal’ selection contains a great
range of products for every budget and every
experience level. A large portion of the products
are picked because they stimulate the ‘joint
experience’; meaning both partners can enjoy
them simultaneously, or play with them together
like sensual massage oils, lingerie, tasty body
paints, luxury share vibes and trendy designer
toys. Scala have selected products that are great
‘value for money’, non-intimidating and for each
entry-level. The selection also includes products
for each budget and preference, meaning there is
a perfect ‘Bridal’ pick for every couple. Browse
the special ‘Bridal’ selection at Scala Playhouse
online via www.scalaplayhouse.com!
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We-Vibe captures three

honors at 2017 XBIZ Awards
We -Vibe S ync & No va by We-Vibe

We-Vibe Sync is the world’s
first customizable
vibrator for couples

Ottawa, Canada – We-Vibe was honored with three prestigious
awards at the 2017 XBIZ Awards. We-Vibe Sync was named
Couples Sex Toy of the Year, marking the third year in a row that
the brand’s flagship couples vibrator has taken home the award.

N

ova by We-Vibe, We-Vibe’s groundbreaking take on a rabbit
dual-stimulator, won Innovative Sex Toy of the Year for design — the
second innovation award for the product. And finally, the brand was honored for Excellence in Packaging. “We are truly grateful to XBIZ and the
adult industry for recognizing We-Vibe as the leading brand for couples,
and awarding our innovative product design and cutting-edge packaging,”
said Stephanie Keating, We-Vibe marketing manager. We-Vibe Sync is the
world’s first customizable vibrator for couples. Sync has two adjustable
points to target the G-spot and clitoris better and to comfortably stay in
place even as couples change positions during sex. With Sync, customers
also get exclusive features in the free We-Connect app. The all new Beat
Mode allows Sync users to vibe to the rhythm of their favorite music – with
either music playing in the background or from the music on their phone.
Nova by We-Vibe is truly unique in its innovative, ergonomic design. Unlike
a traditional Rabbit vibrator, that may lose clitoral contact in use, Nova’s
clitoral stimulator flexes with thrusting, for true simultaneous stimulation.
Nova rumbles like no other dual stimulator. The easy-to-use, five-button
control allows users to increase or decrease the intensity, change modes
or turn off either the G-spot or clitoral vibration. Nova is rechargeable,
body-safe, waterproof and has ten pre-set vibration modes. Nova works
with the free We-Connect app, to give consumers more features when
they pair the product with their smartphone.

Heat up the passion
with TOYJOY Drugstore
Almere, The Netherlands – The TOYJOY
Drugstore Warming Lubricant, now available at Scala Playhouse, is an essential
choice in sexual wellness for consumers
looking to add some heat to their intimate
play. The warming, high-quality lube is made of premium, water-based ingredients to ensure a pleasurable long-lasting glide and hot, slippery fun!
The Warming Lubricant is 100% safe to use in combination with any type
of toy material (including silicone). It comes in a sleek, non-intimidating
packaging; perfect for mainstream in-store presentation. The TOYJOY
Warming Lube is part of the best-selling TOYJOY Drugstore collection.
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Screaming O transforms rechargeables

with colorful & aﬀordable ‘Charged’ collection
Ne w co lle ctio n sets mo dern sta nda rd with deep , rumbling v ib r at ion at affor d ab le pr ices
Los Angeles, USA – The rechargeable massager category has received the "Screaming O
Treatment" with Charged, a new collection featuring powerful rumbling vibration,
hassle-free charging, a safer rechargeable battery, and a 2-year warranty.

C

harged makes it easy to maximize profits
with quality designs competitively priced
to make superior body-safe rechargeable sex
toys accessible to even more shoppers. The
new collection’s capstone product is
Charged Positive, a larger bullet-shaped
massager that features the most powerful
motor ever made by Screaming O and
boasts enough power to satisfy even the
most discerning and selective sex toy user.
“Charged Positive is the modern standard for
intense rumbling vibration with power rivaling
that of some of the most popular massagers
on the market, and if there’s one thing we all
know about sex toy shoppers – they’re often
looking for the most powerful option out
there,” Screaming O Account Executive
Conde Aumann said. The rest of the Charged
collection is rooted in now-famous – and now

rechargeable – Vooom vibration technology,
which emits a deep, penetrating rumble and
a satisfying sensation. Screaming O
transformed three of its most popular original
shapes, the Fing O, the O Wow and the
Ohare, into Charged versions and made the
Charged Vooom bullet available separately,
allowing users to upgrade just about any
Screaming O product to a rechargeable toy.
“Adding rechargeable Vooom technology to
fan-favorite shapes gives our supply chain a
quality upsell from our battery-operated
counterparts and offers next-level vibration
for users looking for an upgrade,” Conde
said. “Screaming O has been known for
making body-safe reusables at affordable
prices and it was time to set a new standard
with Charged – a better, more powerful and
more affordable line of rechargeable vibes.”

Indulgent massages by Swede at Scala Playhouse

Almere, The Netherlands – The Senze
Massage Candles by drugstore brand Swede
are a great herbal aphrodisiac to help lovers
get in the mood for some intimate play. The
luxurious candles are a formulated from a
fine blend of natural waxes, butters, oils and
extracts to nourish the skin and indulge the
senses. Each Senze candle is carefully
fragranced with a special selection of pure
essential oils to give it a unique perfume that
will fill the room with desire. Light the candle
and you’re ready to start your journey of
intimate exploration. Once liquefied, the
formula turns into a warm, hydrating
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massage oil with a sensational glide; letting
lovers enjoy its rich texture and irresistible
aroma. They are re-usable and have a total
burn time of more than 36 hours.
Scala Playhouse currently stock 5 delicious
fragrances of the popular Senze Massage
Candles by Swede: Soothing, Spiritual,
Teasing, Blissful and Vitalizing. Each scent
has its own unique aroma combination. For
example: the Vitalizing Senze Massage
Candle is formulated from a blend of Lemon,
Pepper and Eucalyptus, whilst the Soothing
scent offers notes of Spearmint, Rose
and Orange.
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Shipping now: Fiﬅy Shades Darker,

Motörhead and Mötley Crüe Point of Sale
Lo ve h o n e y
Bath, England - With 2017 well underway, The Lovehoney Trade Sales Team are pleased to
announce that they are shipping new Point of Sale materials worldwide for leading brands
such as Motörhead, Mötley Crüe and of course the Fifty Shades Darker – The Official
Pleasure Collection.

T

The new POS items incorporate all
ranges’ particular branding and assist
in bringing products to life in stores

he new POS items incorporate all ranges’
particular branding and assist in bringing
products to life in stores. Retailers are
gearing up for a busy 2017 and an inevitable
boost in demand alongside the next
instalment of the Fifty Shades film franchise.
POS materials available for order now
include: Motörhead and Mötley Crüe, Header
Cards, Fifty Shades Darker – The Official
Pleasure Collection, Header cards and Bus
Stops, Door Signs, Hanging Signs and Door
Wobblers, Posters and Display Cubes. Kate
Hodgson-Egan, Lovehoney’s International
Sales Manager for the US & UK says: “The

latest set of POS materials have been designed to present our brands in their best light.
We’ve taken the time to speak to retailers on
a global scale to ensure that we’re providing
POS materials that meet their needs, which
are both eye catching and easy to use in
stores so that branded areas can be created
which offer an exciting and vibrant retail
experience for their customers. We would
strongly encourage customers to get their orders in ahead of the impending Fifty Shades
Darker film. 2017 is set to be Lovehoney’s
best and we want to make sure that our
valued clients share the journey with us.”

We-Vibe and Kiiroo partner
to connect couples in a new intimate way
Ottawa, Canada/Amsterdam, The
Netherlands - We-Vibe and Kiiroo
announced an exciting partnership to create
an innovative new We-Vibe product that
senses touch and allows couples a new level
of shared pleasure even when they are
separated by distance. When connected to
the Kiiroo platform, the upcoming touch
sensitive We-Vibe vibrator will allow partners
to use their interactive pleasure product to
control a corresponding interactive device.
"As two leading technology innovators in the
adult pleasure product industry, We-Vibe and
Kiiroo make natural partners," said Frank
Ferrari, president of Standard Innovation.
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"Pairing We-Vibe premium pleasure
products with Kiiroo's platform, allows
couples to not only control each other's
device but to feel more intimately connected
over distance." “With We-Vibe’s innovations,
we learned a long time ago that the power of
the couples product line lies with the
relationship between individuals. We are
excited about how the integration with Kiiroo
will help bring couples closer together in a
way that has not been possible until now,”
said Toon Timmermans, CEO of Kiiroo. “We
are elated to be creating such an innovative,
interactive pleasure product with We-Vibe;
this is a great advancement for the industry.”
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Jenna Haze Obsession & Tori Black Torrid

added to the Fleshlight Girls Signature Collection
Ava ila ble to wh o lesa le clients since Ja nua ry 6th
Seville, Spain - Fleshlight continues the transition of the Fleshlight Girls to the Fleshlight
Girls Signature Collection. After years of only offering its Fleshlight Girls product line with
the “Lotus” sleeve texture across its entire Fleshlight Girls portfolio in wholesale, the
Fleshlight Girls Signature Collection features customized textures for each Fleshlight Girl.

T

he company says an aggressive release
schedule will continue until the “Lotus”
sleeves are replaced with each girl’s
customized texture. The two new girls who
have joined the amazing Stoya Destroya &
Nicole Aniston Fit, are Jenna Haze
Obsession & Tori Black Torrid, who have
been released on January 6th: Jenna Haze
Obsession – The Obsession canal is another
Fleshlight product with a texture design. It
provides a mixture of smooth and pointed
stimulations and the suction effect adds to it.
According to the company, particularly

New: Jenna Haze Obsession

circumcised men with a less sensitive
penis-head will pleased about the Obsession
texture because it provides one of the most
intense stimulation experiences of the
Fleshlight product range. Tori Black Torrid –
The Torrid Insert offers a mixture of pointed
stimulations coupled with a pleasurable
penetration sensation. The three-piece flaps
create stimulation at every pass. “If you like it
tighter and if you want pleasurable and sustainable stimulation you can enjoy over a longer
length of time, you should take a closer look
at the Torrid Fleshlight,” the company said.

Heather McNeely joins

New: Tori Black Torrid

the Pipedream Dream Team
Chatsworth, USA – Pipedream Products is
pleased to announce that Heather McNeely
has joined the company as a regional Sales &
Marketing Representative. McNeely brings over
10 years experience in the adult pleasure market to this role, where she worked as a sales
representative, a sexual health trainer and a
brand ambassador. With a noted dedication to
client relations, McNeely will work across all
three of the Diamond Products’ family of
brands, to ensure Pipedream, Jimmyjane and
Sir Richard’s are connected to retailers in the
middle and eastern U.S. “We are excited to
have Heather join the team,” stated
Nick Orlandino, CEO and Chairman of
Diamond Products. “Her enthusiasm for each
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client is apparent and will be a great asset for
our sales team as well as each retailer she
works with.” In her role McNeely will be
responsible for visiting retailers and strategizing
on collateral, product assortment, marketing
tools and training to ensure each retailer is
meeting it’s full potential. In her role she will
assess each retailer’s unique situation and
work to help grow their business with Diamond
Products.“I was excited to join Pipedream
because they are number one in the industry,
and I feel honored to be a part of the
experience” said McNeely. “I’ve always loved
getting to know my clients, finding their needs,
and helping them grow as a partnership.
I am excited to apply that to this role!”
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Satisfyer Pro 2 successful in the USA
Fe ma le se x ua l wellness

Bielefeld, Germany - Satisfyer announced a amazing success in the North American market.
After a few months working hard to ensure its presence the Satisfyer Pro 2 has already
become a bestseller at five large retail chains in the US, according to the manufacturer.

“

We didn’t really
expect this success
so fast. Retailers and
end customers have
made us their favorite
product and we are very
proud of it “, says
Jerome Bensimon, Vice
President of Sales for
Satisfyer. Satisfyer has
provided women with Satisfyer Pro 2 and has
brought female sexual wellness to a new
level. “Lots of women approach me and
thank me for our product. Also they tell me
how much we have changed their sexuality.

It is great to see how
happy these women are,
and how much we have
enhanced their lives with
the Satisfyer Pro 2. It is a
fantastic feeling and
encourages us all in our
work,” reports Sales Director for Europe, Sabine
Schuchardt. Satisfyer is
convinced that the new products will be becoming top sellers as well. The various designs
and pricing combined with the Satisfyer technology will soon make it possible for every
woman to buy a Satisfyer, the company expects.

KINK: It’s a lifestyle
Wijchen, The Netherlands - Leg Avenue is
one of the most seductive lingerie brands a
women could own and wear. It’s the brand’s
mission to make every woman look and feel
exceptionally beautiful and sexy. Escaping
their every realities is a fantasy women have
all indulged in, Leg Avenue helps women to
escape to that fantasy place with exquisitely
designed lingerie. Leg Avenue helps women
discover the secrets of boudoir in all the
details of their lingerie. Today’s boudoir is all
about erotic chic, breaking barriers and
boundaries, and women in control. KINK is
Leg Avenue’s ‘Erotic Chic’ sub label, and
exudes a kind of confidence every woman
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deserves to have. The KINK collection
contains a good mix of lingerie and
accessories, and is a very popular collection
which completely meets the “50 shades”
trend. Not only among women, but also
among many stylists of several magazines.
To top that of, KINK is nominated for a
well-known Dutch lingerie award from one of
the best read magazines in the country.The
collections exists of thirty styles, ranging from
seducing cupless bodystockings to sexy
wetlook bondage teddies and body
harnesses to faux leather floggers and nipple
pasties, KINK will meet everyone’s wildest
boudoir fantasies.
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Godemiche launches glitter dildo range
E f f ullge n ce

Leicester, England - Godemiche the handmade silicone dildo company have expanded their
successful collaboration with Yummy Gummy latex to a glittering eleven colours.
Godemiche and Yummy Gummy first collaborated in 2016 to produce the popular pink and
sparkly Gleam dildo.

T

The Effulgence Ambit range
casts the popular Ambit dildo in a
choice of 11 body safe glitter colours

he success of the Gleam inspired the
companies to come together again and
produce a full range of glitter dildos. The
range is named Effulgence, chief dildo
creator Adam Breedon explained the choice
of name: “Effullgence, pronounced
E-Full-Gent, means shining brightly or being
radiant, which we felt was fitting for the
sparkliest sex toy you will ever see! At
Godemiche we’re always looking for new
ideas and ways to push the company
forward and with the popularity of the Gleam

we saw an opportunity to offer more sparkle
in more colours with a dedicated range.” The
Effulgence Ambit range casts the popular
Ambit dildo in a choice of 11 body safe glitter
colours, including rainbow which includes
holographic glitter and an iridescent colour
which has a snowy opal look to it. Every
dildo is handmade in high grade silicone and
the Effulgence Ambit can be customized to
include suction cup or vibrator bullet
adaption. For wholesale information contact
Adam Breedon at orders@g-silicone.com

Light up your winter nights with LUZ by TOYJOY
The LUZ by TOYJOY collection is the perfect
choice to add some playful fun to any toy
collection. The quality range of intimate
pleasure providers offers various designs,
ranging from powerful vibrators to a double
ended stimulator. The Eclipse from the LUZ by
TOYJOY range is for example a sensational
vibrating cock ring with 7 thrilling settings. This
contemporary, elegant design is made of

premium, soft touch silicone and is a one-sizefits-most. The Eclipse is USB-rechargeable
(charging cord included), waterproof and
features a chic multi-colored LED ambiance
light that lets you set the mood for some
sensational, intimate fun in the dark. The LED
ambiance light changes color with each
settings, inviting lovers to explore all the
pleasurable functions in a fun, playful way.

Larry Garland has died
Hanover, Germany - On Monday, January 16,
our publishing house learned of the sudden
death of industry icon Larry Garland, the
founder and CEO of US wholesale company
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Eldorado Trading Company. We want to
extend our heartfelt condolences to
Larry’s family, friends, colleagues, and the
whole Eldorado team.
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Even more

backdoor fun with TOYJOY Anal Play
T h e C urvy C o mp a nio n Kit
Almere, The Netherlands– The sensational Anal Play range by
TOYJOY Classics now offers even more backdoor fun! The collection has been extended with the amazing Curvy Companions
Kit: three sleek silicone butt plugs that will take consumers on the
most pleasurable anal adventure.

T

he new, ready to order Curvy Companions Kit is a naughty,
must-have set of three butt plugs in the Anal Play range by
TOYJOY Classics. The sleek designs are tapered for extra comfort,
made of silky soft silicone and come in the sizes small, medium and
large. The premium quality set is the perfect choice for lovers who
want to venture into the world of anal play and discover their
personal preferences in a playful, non-intimidating way. The amazing
Curvy Companions Kit is just one of the premium backdoor choices
in the Anal Play range by TOYJOY Classics. If consumers are looking
for great quality, affordable toys to explore their anal preferences;
this collection is a great match.

RHYTHM by Kama Sutra
Wijchen, The Netherlands - As the leader in
romance and intimacy products since 1969, The
Kama Sutra company is well-known for its elegantly
packages, superior body products that have helped millions of
lovers achieve more passion, intimacy and fun in their relationships.
Applying over 45 years of experience and dedication to excellence, Kama
Sutra has developed a new collection of personal massagers to
compliment is romance products and enhance a more intimate and
passionate lifestyle. The Kama Sutra company is proud to offer the finest
pleasure instruments that provide exciting new ways to explore and enjoy
yourself and your partner. Made from the highest quality medical grade
silicone and equipped with powerful whisper-quiet motors. All RHYTHM
pleasure instruments are crafted to meet the high standards of Kama Sutra
and its discerning clientele.
The RHYTHM collection contains five pleasure instruments. All
pleasure instruments have a luxury feel and appearance, with seven
illuminating LED colours which match the seven pleasure rhythms. The
pleasure instruments all come in a luxurious box, including a charger, mini
guide book, and satin pouch. Meet the pleasure instruments: Bhangra, a
powerful body massager, Natya, the ultimate couples toy, Lavani, a
pleasure contoured g-spot and clitoral stimulator, Dandiya, a pleasure
contoured g-spot stimulator, and Chari, a versatile multi stimulator.
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Chic pleasure: LADOU by TOYJOY
S ca la Pla y h o use
Almere, The Netherlands - The LADOU by TOYJOY range, introduced last year, has already
made many fans across the globe. The chic pleasure providers are designed to tantalize the
female body; offering sleek curves that follow the body’s contours and soft touch, silicone
exteriors.

T

his collection is the perfect way to treat
yourself, or a loved one, to a session of true
indulgence. The LADOU by TOYJOY collection
offers 6 sensational designs, each with its own
unique skills and thrills. Indulge your consumers with the luxurious Touché Wand Massager, Bisou Body Stimulator, Luxure Couples

Ring, Séduction Mini Vibrator, Trésor Remote
Controlled Egg and Désir Duo Love Balls. All
the LADOU by TOYJOY products are made of
premium materials such as silky soft silicone
and quality ABS, plus come packaged in a
contemporary, eye-catching packaging that
can also be used as a keepsake box.

STEAMY SHADES website now online
Wadgassen, Germany - STEAMY
SHADES is on the winning track since its first
presentation at eroFame 2016. Now the
private brand of ST Rubber found a new and
suitable home in the Net! Soft BDSM
aficionados now find all what their need at
www.steamyshades.com. All STEAMY
SHADES products are presented in detail

For BDSM aficionados:
www.steamyshades.com

and in the B2B section retailers will find many
reasons why they should sell the new brand.
The Download section is loaded with infos
about products, photos, press releases
and also with the ST Rubber flyers.
Of course the new website reflects the stylish
and seductive design of the
STEAMY SAHDES brand.

Fun Factory and FunToys
come to agreement on Gjack
Bremen, Germany/ London, England - The two
independent companies FunToys LLP (FT) and
FUN FACTORY GmbH (Fun Factory) have
reached an agreement on the toy “Gjack” by FT.
Both companies stated in a press release that it
is not a toy of FUN FACTORY, although
appearance and promised product characteristics combined with the name «Fun Toys» could
lead to a confusion with the vibrator BiG BOSS
of FUN FACTORY. In order to prevent any
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confusion, the two manufacturers have agreed
that the manufacturer FT will take the “Gjack”
product off the market by the end of 2016. Both
manufacturers are, however, in agreement that
the remaining stocks of the “Gjack” product sold
by dealers and other customers may be sold off
until 31.12.2017. In addition, FunToys LLP
would like to draw attention to the fact that in the
future it will only be present on the market under
the “FT” brand.
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Impressions from ANME Founders Show
ex c l us iv e

T h e Ame rica n a dult industry meets in C a lif o rnia
On January 14 and 15, the protagonists of the American adult market gathered for the
year’s first ANME Founders Show in Burbank, near Los Angeles, California. Renowned
companies presented their latest products to a big crowd of wholesalers and retailers
from all channels of distribution. We’ve managed to capture some of the hustle and
bustle of the show in the following pictures.

Marco Tortoni presented
new designs from
FT London

Nick Orlandino (Pipedream)
and George Makar (Allure Lingerie)
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The red display for DocJohnson’s new Kink
Collection immediately caught the eye of the visitors
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Sven Jacobsen (Orion Wholesale), Timo Petersen (Orion Wholesale),
and Adrian Schneider (ST Rubber) relax after the show with a cold beer

ANME was great success for
Jack Palmquist and Alexander Giebel of pjur group

Jean-Pierre Hamelin (Shunga Erotic Art),
Randolph Heil (EAN), and Huda Lutz (eroFame)

The team of FunFactory USA presented
the latest products of the German manufacturer

Adam Lewis (Hot Octopuss) presented the
company’s first female-oriented product, Queen/Bee

William Rodriguez introduced
The Stockoom’s latest innovations
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Having fun at
the Uberlube
booth

Steve Schaeffer (Exens) represented the
French company at ANME

Molly Murphy presented the latest addition to
the Sir Richard's brand: Command

Oliver Redschlag
(Joydivision)
Raymond Houtenbos (Pipedream)
introduced the visitors to the new
products in the Pipedream range

Alexandra Fine (Dame Products)
showcased her new product, Fin

Lynn Swanson presented new
perfumes from Classic Erotica

Lupe Martinez
and Susan
Colvin can
chalk up
another
successful
ANME for
CalExotics

The UVee team wowed the American
trade audience with their product
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Big bang or backﬁre?
Wh a t if ma instrea m co mp a nies go t invo lved in th e ma rket for ad u lt p r od u c t s ?

ex c l us iv e

contra
Even though we’re in the realm of speculation
here, it doesn’t take much imagination to see
that a big mainstream company’s expansion
into the adult market would send shockwaves
through the entire industry. A tremor that could
completely level the structures that have been
established in the market, creating a wholly
new situation. Nothing would be the way it had
been. Of course, we shouldn’t make this industry and the companies acting in it seem
smaller than they are, but if one or several major companies from the outside entered this
market, competition would become much
more brutal than it already is – adding another
dimension of pressure: These companies have
overflowing war chests, marketing budgets
that players in the adult industry can only
dream of, and tools that have been honed in
many large-scale campaigns. Seeing how the
potential of this market is not unlimited, the
whole thing would inadvertently lead to destructive competition, and in such a scenario,
the question of who can hold their ground or
who has the better weapons is not really a
question at all. Of course, the companies in
the adult industry have lots of experience, they
know this market inside out, and they have innovation, quality, established networks and
distribution channels on their side, to name
but a few. But is that enough to face world-re-

Matthias Poehl,
editor in chief

It is nothing new: speculations
about mainstream companies
and their potential interest in
the adult market. Some
mainstream brands are already
pretty close to traditional
product categories in the adult
industry – just think of lingerie
brands or, to a lesser degree,
companies in the beauty & care
segment - which would make
such an expansion seem like
an easy transition. However, so
far, nobody has really taken
that step. But that doesn’t
make speculation about the
what if any less fascinating.
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nowned brands head-on? Doubtful. In the medium or long run, some long-standing companies in this industry would find themselves
driven out of the market by the power and
pressure exerted by the big new players. Trade
members arguing that it doesn’t really matter
to them because they are simply going to sell
the 'new' players’ products may not be seeing
the whole picture. After all, why shouldn’t
those companies simply use their own channels of distribution? What if the pricing and the
margins are outside the realm of practicability
for the adult trade? I do not doubt that some
might be able to profit from such a development – after all, you can always sell companies, know-how, etc. – but that would only
make up a small percentage. For most players
in the adult industry, this scenario would be
accompanied by great risks. Risks that may
well threaten their future in the industry.
Of course, there’s no need to paint too gloomy
a picture, and for the time being, all I’ve said
above remains mere speculation. After all, right
now, there is no indication that big companies
outside our industry have plans of getting involved in the adult market on a large scale. All
I am saying is it’s not really a change we
should wish for.
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pro

The adult industry has already
been making inroads into what is
generally known as the mainstream market in search of new
sales opportunities and distribution
channels. Where the mainstream market begins or ends is
very much a matter of opinion, just like the definition of the 'traditional
adult market'. It is also up for debate if these attempts by adult-oriented companies have been successful or if maybe we’re still in the
early stages of a process that will require more time. What’s clear,
however, is that things have been developing nicely over the course
of the past few years, what with increasing interest in sex toys and a
growing number of potential customers. However, the 'afterburner'
has not kicked in yet. But it might when big companies or brands
from outside the industry discover the potential of vibrators, lubricants, and
the like. The budgets and the reach these companies have is unequalled in
the adult industry, and if they decided to enter this market and start selling
adult products, they’d bring all that advertising, public relations, marketing,
and promotion power to bear. A brand that has done a ton of TV advertising,
turning its attention to vibrators, a company with basically unlimited access to
the media pushing sex toys – just think of the possibilities. How many new
customers they would reach, how much interest they could create. There
can be no doubt that these brands and companies would lift the public acceptance of adult products to unprecedented levels, and of course, this
would also benefit all those who are firmly rooted in the adult industry. Certain
topics that are associated with intimacy, sex, and sexuality would be getting
more attention and categories such as sexual wellness and sexual health
would suddenly be elevated to new levels of popularity if and when wellknown, international brands take it upon themselves to address these things
– the fact that their activities are driven by financial interests does not lessen
the result at all. Who knows, maybe the adult industry would also stand to
benefit from these companies’ experience when it comes to things such as
market research or product/brand development. Likewise, the mainstream
companies would learn important lessons from the seasoned market players,
and synergy effects could end up being a shot in the arm for the industry. Do
I sound overly optimistic? Okay, so I’ll admit that, yes, there could be a new
competitive situation, and some companies might be driven out of market;
but then again, isn’t it always like that when big changes occur? When the
adult market changed several years ago - moving away from porn, away
from men as the key audience, away from the dark back alley shops – several market players were unfortunately left by the wayside, as we all know. And
look where we are today. Look at the bigger picture. This market is bigger
and healthier than ever. We are talking about sex toys in the mainstream
world, women and couples buying toys in erotic boutiques on main street,
the list goes on and on. So why look for the fly in the ointment? Why not be
open-minded and optimistic about potential changes and the opportunities
they will bring?
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Quality trumps quantity Ka ma S utra E uro p e rea p success in th e p remium segment

ex c l us iv e

Kama Sutra Europe took up
its activities in February of
2015. It’s main mission: to
bring products of the
long-standing Kama Sutra
brand to Europe. That range
now also includes RHYTHM
by Kama Sutra, a toy line
whose compelling qualities
have quickly turned it into a
success for the company.

K

ama Sutra Europe only added the RHYTHM
by Kama Sutra line to their range at the end
of December 2016, and the response so far
has been nothing if not satisfying. “The market
has welcomed our new product line with open
arms,” says Walter Kroes, the head of Kama
Sutra Europe. “The quality, the motors, and the
materials won the customers over right away.
And it probably didn’t hurt that Kama Sutra is a
brand that people all over the world know and
appreciate.” The US-based brand has been a
pillar of the market since 1969, and time and
again, it has proven to be one of the market leaders when it comes to high-quality products
that epitomise romance, sensuality, intimacy,
and hygiene. Apart from the quality materials,
the brand also manages to catch the consumer’s eye with stylish packaging that only em-

Trudy Pijnacker, Walter Kroes
(Kama Sutra Europe), and Huda Lutz
(EAN) with the new display for the
RHYTHM line
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phasises the feeling of luxury surrounding the
products. It was no surprise at all that Kama
Sutra’s expansion into the sex toy market caused a big splash, and as was to be expected
the fans of the brand had very high expectations regarding the quality of the Kama Sutra vibrators. “In a highly competitive marketplace
such as this, you can’t afford to drop the ball
during product development. And you also
have to be sure that there is a place for your
products in the market. Simply launching toys
that are very similar to, or basically interchangeable with existing products, can backfire
quickly. Kama Sutra take another approach –
we go for quality instead of quantity,” Kroes
continues. “RHYTHM is based on an idea that
Marla, director of Kama Sutra and wife of Joe
Bolstad – the founder of Kama Sutra – had.
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RHYTHM by Kama Sutra

She assembled a team of young, motivated colleagues who added more, fresh ideas during the development process.” The result is truly impressive. The
five products that are available so far are all named after Indian dances – Bhangra, Natya, Lavani, Dandiya,
and Chari. To a certain degree, these dances also allude to the features and workings of the individual
toys. What they all have in common is a set of strong,
near-silent motors, silky-smooth silicone, and a twoyear warranty. A special highlight is added in the form
of LED lights inside the toys. These lights change their
colour when the user changes the vibration speed or
intensity. All five products are rechargeable and waterproof, and they come in luxurious boxes that are in
line with the well-known and much-loved Kama Sutra
aesthetics. A little storage pouch and a manual are
also included. The classy packaging certainly contributes to making any of these five products a perfect
gift for friends or lovers. Bhangra is a very powerful
full-body massager with a length of 30cm, offering five
vibration intensity settings and seven vibration patterns. It comes with three additional attachments. Natya is a flexible toy for couples, boasting two small
motors and a heart-shaped remote that even vibrates
thanks to a little motor – meaning it can be used as a
toy as well. Next up is Lavani, a vibrator shaped for G
spot and clitoral stimulation. The toy has a length of
22cm and comes equipped with three motors. Then
there is Dandiya, whose shape and ribbed surface
were designed for effective G spot stimulation. And fi-
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nally, we have Chari, which sticks out due to its versatility. The stimulator is small and compact and therefore also very discreet. The two arms, each holding a
motor, can be bent to meet the users’ needs.
Banghra and Natya retail at EUR 169.99, Lavani at
EUR 129.99, Dandiya at EUR 119.99, and Chari at
EUR 89.99. All products are available in several colour
variations. “Our plan is to introduce one or two new
products per year. So we definitely place more emphasis on quality than quantity.” Another interesting
decision: RHYTHM will be distributed exclusively
through Kama Sutra in Europe. “It’s the only solution
that makes sense,” Kroes stresses. “This way, we can
control the pricing and protect the brand.” Consequently, the trade can only get the new products from
Kama Sutra Europe. “We have the necessary capacities to handle advertising, marketing and sales support, we have the people to handle customer service,
and we have the warehouse to keep sufficient
stocks.” Speaking of sales support: Kama Sutra
Europe offer a special 65cm display so trade members can present the whole product line in the store.
This display enables customers to test all five products – they can pick them up, get an idea of the
power of the motors, feel the softness of the silicone,
etc. “We offer the trade a line of top-quality products
that are also affordable. Every retailer selling RHYTHM
in their store will benefit from the Kama Sutra brand
name: It is a seal of quality that has been firmly rooted
in people’s minds for years!”
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We expect that our products

will push the boundaries of pleasure.

ex c l us iv e

Spiritus for Him:
The first
double-action
vibrator for men

S p iritus f o r H er & Sp iritus f o r H im

I

t is a long and arduous process to get
from a clever idea to a marketable
product, as the inventors of Spiritus for
Her & Spiritus for Him can attest to. In
total, they invested two years in this
project; a lot of that time went into
searching for the right concept, the
couple behind the new products tell us.
The fact that they hadn’t been involved in the
adult industry prior to the Spiritus project
made for an even greater challenge. But they
made up for that with enthusiasm and a
great love for the subject matter: The two are
big fans of sex toys and have an extensive
collection at home. This was actually one of
the main reasons why they started
contemplating the idea of creating their own
toy. “Every new toy purchase moved us
forward. We took a rabbit vibrator as the
basis for our design and added the strong
vibration provided by the Magic Wand, the
vaginal thrusting of a dildo, and the clitoral
rubbing of an oral sex stimulator. The hardest
part was combining these different toys to
achieve a simple and reliable solution, so that
the vibrator was easy to use and easy to care
for. But we did it!”, the inventors explain
when asked about the challenges they
encountered throughout product
development. Their biggest inspiration,
however, was love. “Love allows us to
understand each other so that we can easily
talk about pleasure and discuss our desires
and fantasies. This really helped us set the
right goal, which turned out to be the same
for Spiritus for Her & Spiritus for Him, that
one part of the toy needed to imitate the
movement during sex, while the other part of
the toy needed to have constant contact with
the clitoris or the head of the penis.”
The Spiritus products come with two motors,
connected via a curved, flexible arm. When
the arm unrolls, the motors move further

Double effect – this word
perfectly encapsulates the
core qualities of the two new
products Spiritus for Her &
Spiritus for Him. And then
there’s obviously also the kinaesthetic design, i.e. the way
the product’s shape changes
when it is moved. EAN had the
opportunity to talk to the
inventors about their
innovative products and the
development process.

This image clarifies
the concept of Spiritus for Him
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apart so the arm can be fully inserted. At the
same time, the two motors create friction
and vibration whenever the toy is moved,
making for sensual stimulation. The
oscillating rotation during stimulation and the
full-length double action definitely make for
unique selling points. In the case of Spiritus
for Him, the motors move apart when one of
the arms is unrolled. “We initially planned to
create a vibrator for women, but the concept
of the unrolling arm turned out to be a
universal one. So we created the first
double-action vibrator for men in one stylish
design, plus a vibrator for women,” the
inventors explain when we ask about the
idea for Spiritus for Him. The advantages,
they add, are obvious: “The unique selling
points are that consumers receive natural,
double stimulation with unlimited movement
amplitude. For women, it means the ability to
experience a real blended orgasm from the
simultaneous stimulation of the vagina and
the clitoris, while for men, it means the ability
to enjoy dual stimulation of both the shaft
and the head of the penis.” In addition to
that, the Spiritus products live up to all the
standards that toy lovers are accustomed to
nowadays, i.e. they are made from
high-quality silicone, they are water-proof
and rechargeable, and each motor has five
different vibration speeds and vibration
patterns. And speaking of toy lovers: Who is
the target audience for Spiritus? The
inventors, who operate from an office in
London, are confident that their products will
appeal to a wide range of consumers.
“These vibrators will provide new sensations
for experienced users, they are an excellent
introduction for newcomers, and a way to
reach simultaneous orgasms for couples.
We particularly recommend it to women who
have never before experienced an orgasm,”
they tell us. For a vibrator to really meet the
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Originally, the concept of the
unrolling arm was only
intended as a vibrator for women

consumers’ expectations, it has to be simple
and user-friendly – which also means the
user should be able to use it with one hand,
as the heads of Spiritus & Co. LLP
emphasise. Spiritus for Him/Her tick all these
boxes, and on top of that, they allow for
simultaneous stimulation in two
erogenous zones.
Spiritus for Her & Spiritus for Him will retail at £159 (roughly EUR180). In spite of the
great number of products that are being
launched in this segment, expectations are
high, and given the innovative power of the
two vibrators, the inventors have good reason to be optimistic. “We expect that our
products will push the boundaries of
pleasure and help people feel more sexually
liberated. We have created a new type of sex
toy, since it is the first female vibrator for a
blended orgasm, and the first male vibrator
with a double action.” Will the consumers be
able to tell right away which features these
two products bring to the table? The
inventors point out the kinaesthetic design of
Spiritus for Him/Her. As soon as people see
how the toy shape changes during
movement, they will understand the
advantages of the products. So even if most
toy owners are used to static toys that do

This is how
Spiritus for Her works
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not change their shape during use, it won’t
be a problem to convey the principle and the
advantages of Spiritus. But of course, the
company is also preparing advertising and
information materials to further support the
trade in presenting and selling the products.
And there are already plans for other
additions to the Spiritus collection: a strapon version, a version with a suction cup, and
an attachment for sex machines. When we
ask the inventors about their expectations
regarding future developments in the adult
industry, they focus on the toy segment,
hoping that we will see more functional toys
whose design is more in sync with the
human body. And what do they wish for the
future of Spiritus & Co. LLP? “We hope that
our products will attract many new buyers,
and that for many people, sex toys will
become an essential part of looking after
their own health.”
By the way, Spiritus & Co. LLP are
looking for new distribution partners in
mainland Europe to establish long-term
business relationships. If you are interested,
contact: Spiritus & Co. LLP,
+44 (207)8594801,
spiritus.uk.com@gmail.com,
info@spiritus.uk.com, www.spiritus.uk.com
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Fetish is not fashion.
ex c l us iv e

An in te rvie w with th e tea m o f th e ReF Fo rm f etish sto re in War s aw

Wojciech Lendzion and Patryk
Markiewicz are working at
ReFForm, a fetish store in the
Polish capital of Warsaw,
Wojciech as store manager
and Patryk as customer advisor. If you want to know more
about the fetish market in Poland these two are the guys
you want to talk to. And we
did just that.

Is there a big fetish market in Poland?
Patryk Markiewicz: Poland is a special country.
It is hard to compare because the situation in our
country is special.
Wojciech Lendzion: Yes, there is room for
fetishes. So far, fetishes have been expressed
most openly by sexual minorities, above all by
homosexuals. But now we observe a larger
group of heterosexuals who are also looking for
these products and enjoy them.

„

Is there a lack of places like ReFForm in other
Polish cities?
Patryk: It’s true, there are no such places in
Wojciech
som.e regions and there won’t be for a long time,
Lendzion,
but I think that there is potential.
store manager
As we all know, Warsaw
at ReFForm
Patryk
does not represent the
Markiewicz,
entirety of Poland but
customer
advisor at
people here feel
ReFForm
comfortable and talk
freely about what
they enjoy,
they’re just
able to talk
about it.
Sure, the
situa-

000

tion is very different in small towns or in the
countryside. Fetishism cannot choose; a person
may fall in love with a fetish who has a seriously
limited access to this sort of products and no
people who share these interests. But there is
room for fetish, so there is potential.
Wojciech: In our store, we enjoy sex. Sex is not a
requirement or obligation, it is fun. If we enjoy sex,
regardless of its form, we are more convincing.
The atmosphere is very casual. We try to show
people that BDSM is not evil. If you use it in a
smart way, BDSM can be nice and pleasurable. It
is appreciated by foreigners who are often
surprised that there are stores such as ReFForm
in Poland. Many people say that ReFForm feels
like a combination of places in Berlin and
Amsterdam – cities where fetish is accepted.
People who come from countries in which
sexuality is not so exposed are often also
surprised. Yesterday, we had a customer from
Israel and she wondered how she should pack
her products before travelling back home.
Customers from Arabic countries often wonder
and think about how to cross a border with a
vibrator, etc.
How did fetish enter the Polish market?
Did ReFForm play an active role in this
development or was it a different story?
Patryk: I am sure the ReFForm store played a big
role. The range of products we offer in ReFForm
are of top quality, comparable to goods available
in Berlin, Amsterdam, or London. There are
restrictions, e.g. with regard to premises, but I
think that our store has had a considerable
influence in this field. It also plays a crucial role in
promoting fetish, we participate in fetish events,
we sponsor them. ReFForm tries to be present in
every event of this sort, also abroad.
The products in our store set us apart from
other shops which do, say, an outwork. The
products they offer are usually of poor quality.
In my opinion, these places are intended for
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people who would like to start dabbling in fetish but do
not know how to do it. I think that people who visit such
places at the beginning of their fetish adventure often
get disappointed and shy away from further contact
with rubber, leather, and the like.
It is obvious that it is not only about fetishism itself
but its relation to a vast array of sexual practices. But an
'outwork' attributed to fetish stores often discourages
people; they often watch things on the internet, watch
videos. They see things they like, they’d like to have, but
the quality of the products provided by such small
stores does not correspond to the quality they expect.
And so they turn away from fetish because they simply
do not want to waste cash.
Wojciech: In Poland, homosexuals relished the West in
the early 1990s and started copying western standards
and behaviours, and this is how fetishism appeared in
our country. It all started with homosexuals, for sure.
The appetite for fetish in Poland resulted from trips to
the West. It all depends on how we understand fetishism. It is a very broad term. ReFForm definitely
contributes to shaping fetishism in Poland, but the
question is whether this has any impact on the
customers’ behaviour? Not really, after all fetishism is
part of our sexuality and we cannot force people to like
some things against their will. You cannot just change –
either you are a fetishist or you are not.
ReFForm’s target audience can be found among
those customers who are interested in rubber and
leather and those who enjoy BDSM. ReFForm has a
considerable influence on this part of the fetish world, it
helps shapes and develops this niche. However, in
Poland we mostly favour sports clothes and sneakers,
perhaps because they are relatively inexpensive.
To influence this large group of people, we would have
to sell sports footwear which we do not have in our
stock. Another restriction to our influence is a limited
range of clothing products, because we only offer
clothes for men.
Has ReFForm always taken this approach?
Patryk: The story of ReFForm is very long. I have only
been here for two years of this history. Before that, my
duties were fulfilled by somebody else, the store was
also smaller. Our needs were limited. What is happening
now is that customers’ needs are becoming more
pronounced. In the past, our business was a niche,
people didn’t know that they could buy such things.
Well, the store is changing, we have developed
significantly and it is already a bit cramped, I guess.
Taking into account the product range and sales figures,
we can say that we have taken a big step forward.
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Wojciech: In the early days of the store’s operation,
ReFForm was an online shop only. It was only after
about eight years that the brick-and-mortar store was
opened. In such stores, you can see, touch, and fully
appreciate all products.
How do you pick the products you sell in your store?
Patryk: Me and Wojtek, the
manager, place much emphasis on familiarity with the
needs of our regular customers who have a
comprehensive knowledge of our products and know
what they can purchase. We try to understand these
regular customers, we ask ourselves would they buy a
particular product or not. Also, we
often base our decisions on our
own experiences, that is, we
simply think: Do we like it and do
want to have such a product
„ YO U C A N T E L L TH AT YO U we
in our store and sell it?
Of course, what is most
A R E A F E TI S H I S T V E RY
important is the knowledge of this
business. It may be a small
E A R LY I N YO U R L I F E . ”
business but still… Our orders are
PAT RY K
not made at random, they are
well-thought out because we do
this with a specific customer in
mind.
Wojciech: We follow our own
feelings and customers’ questions. Customers often
ask us about products in a specific style, or about items
they want to use for a specific purpose. These
suggestions have a substantial impact on our offer.
So you know your customers and their needs very well?
Patryk: We do. Based on how well I know a customer, I
can suggest certain products to them. Sometimes,

Many ReFForm
customers have
been frequenting
the store for years
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I can tell that a specific item would
fit him well. This is rare, but it
happens. Thanks to the fact that I
know my customers, I can be
sure that my suggestions will be
appealing to them.

mers, not just our loyal regulars. There is a wide
range of visitors with a wide range of attitudes
towards our products. I think that the same
applies to any other store. All stores that sell
goods must expect that some people have no
idea of the products while others know 'too
much'. There are certainly many people whose
knowledge is in between these two extremes.

Do ReFForm customer know
what they want to buy when they
come in or do they rely on your
suggestions?
Wojciech: Customers always
come to buy 'something to
supplement something else', for
example when they like spanking,
they look for something suitable.
They do not tell me exactly what
they need, they walk around, look
at various products and then,
based on their experience, make
a choice.
Patryk: It is obvious that ReFForm
also has other types of custo-

What do you mean when you say 'too much'?
Patryk: You know, sometimes customers
happen to be very demanding or talk about
things I should not be concerned about, they
often feel like showing off a bit, even with regard
to topics that are completely unrelated to a toy
they wish to buy. Sometimes customers express
their opinions on technical aspects, e.g. on
silicone, starting from production and ending
up with moulding, etc.
So some customers are very demanding?
Patryk: There are many different customers. It’s
like in any other store; you walk around and
don’t know what to buy, but sometimes you
enter a store and you know exactly that you
need this particular thing. The same happens in
our store. There are customers who spend two
hours in our store, look at lots of products and
ultimately buy nothing. There are however others
who find products online, are interested and ask
if they can buy it in the traditional store as well.
What are your most popular products? Is there
one product or group of products which attracts
the most attention?
Patryk: I cannot say that there is a 'top' product,
that 50% of all sales we make are due to one
specific item. It is like a wave. Like in any other
business which involves sales, there are periods
of increased demand for particular things. For
example: Summer is approaching and people
look for t-shirts, tops, etc. Before Christmas,
many customers come here to buy a gift, they
often do not know others’ preferences.
Like in any other businesses, people
sometimes make bad shopping decisions. It is
really difficult to buy an intimate present if you do
not know what a given person enjoys. We try to
be flexible. We do not trick people into buying
products they will not be satisfied with. Even if a
product does not satisfy the user’s requirements
100%, we must make sure the product is not
the item which will be left unused. Of course, it is

ReFForm
has long
since grown
out of its
niche
origins
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„ C U S TO M E R S W H O A R E
F U L LY AWA R E O F TH E I R
F E TI S H E S A N D S E X U A L
B E H AV I O U R S C H O O S E
LUXURIOUS PRODUCTS
D U E TO TH E I R Q U A L I T Y. ”
W OJ C I E C H

all about hypothetical requirements, after all if you
buy an intimate present, you can never be sure.
Wojciech: Customers mainly expect a wide
range of products. Even if they do not know
what to buy, they expect a vast selection of items
to choose from.
Do many customers come back, and do these
recurring customers change over time? Is
ReFForm a brand for scene insiders?
Patryk: Well, we have a loyal group of
customers. Sure, there is a number of regular
customers who value our discounts. Sometimes
when a product becomes available in Berlin, they
want to buy it here because they have already
gained an attractive loyalty discount. So they
wait a bit longer and buy it from us.
Change? Sure, they change. Well, maybe
we cannot call it a complete reshuffle. But when I
talk to a customer for the first time, I try to make
him or her feel important. I try to create a special
atmosphere. I think when they get my advice,
they feel like coming back for more. Customers
often do not know what they want to buy, then
they walk around the store and get an idea of
what we have on offer and if a need arises,
they think 'aha, I saw it in ReFForm'.
Wojciech: Customers come back for many
reasons. We have prepared a special
programme for regular customers and the
customers who have such cards value them a
lot. Word of mouth is another important tool –
people tell their friends about us: 'Oh, you can
buy something for BDSM there.' Is ReFForm for
an inner circle of scene insiders? Well, an
average person would not find us by accident
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because our store is located in a basement. We can
say that it is for insiders but the number of people
interested in BDSM is growing. Customers change but
I think that 50% of our customers have already visited
our store before.
How old are the ReFForm customers?
Patryk: Of course, you need to be adult, but we just are
unable to record everyone’s age. It often happens that
customers look younger than they are, which is nice.
Sometimes we are surprised to see a customer in
his/her seventies. Eighteen years of age is the minimum
but I treat older customers aged 50 or 60 equally.
Wojciech: Briefly speaking, I’d say that the age of our
customers ranges from 20 to 50. Interestingly, in Poland
young people are getting more and more interested in
fetish, including students. A student’s life has its own
charm, people are into expressing their sexuality and
often visit ReFForm.

A doctor recommended such treatment but her father
was ashamed of purchasing it. Her daughter had no
difficulties in this respect.
Can anyone afford fetish products or do you need to
have wads of money?
Wojciech: Wealth might be a problem. While BDSM
items are available at reasonable prices, fetish outfits,
e.g. leather or rubber items, are a different story. Anyone
can afford sports clothes because their prices
correspond with prices in stores with branded sports
clothes. If you fancy leather, you may need to save
some cash before you purchase your first piece of
leather clothing. Students, whose interest in fetish is on
the increase, may find it difficult to buy those products
due to limited funds.
Patryk: We are now talking about fetishism in general
which is a very broad subject; even the mobile you are
using now to record us can be
someone’s fetish. It all depends
on what you feel, what you enjoy.
Of course, there are fetishes
„ C U S TO M E R S M A I N LY
which do not require much
investment, but our fetishes, such
E X P E C T A W I D E R A N G E O F as leather, rubber, sports clothes,
are not cheap. You can start from
PRODUCTS.”
something smaller, cheaper, but
the quality of our products is high
W OJ C I E C H
and this entails higher prices.

ReFForm has
played an important
part in getting Poles
interested in
fetishism

An elderly customer is not a surprise anymore?
Patryk: No, absolutely not. But it is not the most
common thing either because this group is certainly
smaller than people aged 25-35. Bit is not a rarity.
What’s more, I’m glad that people who were raised in
times when sexual needs were a taboo are courageous
enough to visit ReFForm and ask about things which
were non-existent back then. This sort of customer is
often aware of his/her needs, or is aware that he/she
cannot do some things even though they want so bad. I
do respect such customers because they are not
pressed by social restrictions and habits.
Wojciech: People get sexually aware at various age. I
was surprised when a daughter visited us to buy a
prostate gland massage device.
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Everyone can afford some
fetish. Fetish is something
redundant for those who do not
enjoy it. Generally speaking, I think you can - you even
should - try it. I encourage anyone to do so. But it’s a
bad idea to devote your entire salary to 'check what
turns you on'.
You are saying if you realise that something specific
attracts you, you shouldn’t resign. So high prices are an
obstacle that can be overcome?
Patryk: By all means. You can start from something
cheap, and with time save up enough to buy the items
you want so bad. And don’t spend all your money.
But if you buy a product, it is advisable to go for
something more expensive and solid than a poor quality
product that will discourage you. You should always
remember about safety.
Speaking of safety, do your products have all required
safety certificates?
Patryk: Sure, a number of specialists ensure the quality
of these products.
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As interest in fetishism increases,
the team of ReFForm are looking
at a bright future

well for a long time and will give them pleasure.
They know that they want these products and. A
first-time buyer usually goes for the cheaper
products and moves on to more costly items later
on. An experienced customer will save some
cash to buy an expensive product.

What’s more important to
ReFForm customers?
Quality or price?
Patryk: Well, the quality of these
products is actually on the same
general level. Sometimes our
customers pay attention to
aesthetics. If I propose something,
say, a wide range of functions,
programmes, etc., but the design
is outdated, then a customer may
choose something cheaper but
highly aesthetic. The products
whose price is below 400 zlotys
(roundabout 90 EUR) are the most
popular, but the range of
customers is expanding, and
students, for instance, are able to
purchase top-quality items.

Are ReFForm customers attached to brands?
Do you meet Mister B fans, for instance, who
come to your store and look for items of this
brand, i.e. are they into a specific line of products
or is the manufacturer unimportant?
Wojciech: No, they clearly care more about the
quality and if a product fails to satisfy their
expectations, they may not buy an item from
brand again. As for sports clothes, it’s different,
they happen to be loyal to brands – workmanship, material texture, and the like. For instance, if
a customer has branded shorts, and these shorts

The price is also essential, but
as far as expensive products are
concerned, if they are costly
because they are good, then the
price doesn’t matter. The price is
secondary in such situations.
A product must satisfy all
customer needs.
Wojciech: I reckon that many pay
more attention to the price. The
price works wonders but the
customers who are fully aware of
their fetishes and sexual behaviours choose luxurious products
due to their quality. They know
that these items will serve them

are very comfortable and look good, the
customer will look for another piece of clothing of
the same brand. It is pretty clear with regard to
textiles but how can you be attached to a brand
of nipple clamps? You choose things that have a
different grip or cause a different kind of pain. A
brand is not so important in this regard, the
priority is the purpose.
Patryk: Some customers choose to collect
certain types of products, they are consistent in
their purchases, but there are also others who
pick one brand today and another tomorrow. For
instance, if they have already bought a Mister B
product, and they want to have something else,
something Mister B does not offer, then a brand
is not important. The customers will not wait until
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Mister B sells something like this. The range of
products is wide and everyone can find
something suitable.
What can you tell us about sex in Poland? Do the
Polish people like to experiment, are they willing
to use your products? Or are there some clear
lines the majority do not want to cross?
Wojciech: Polish people like to experiment in bed
but are afraid. Well, it is not that they think they
do something wrong, but they simply do not
know how to do it. They are ashamed to ask,
and they are afraid they may hurt themselves.
They think that if they ask about it, they will be at
the centre of attention. Many people refuse to try
a fetish even though they discover they like it they are afraid they may do something wrong.
People ask about something but when they hear
the answer, it is the end of the conversation, they
do not want to know how to do it and enjoy it. It
is all about shame; they shy away from an item,
but then come back and want to see it again.
Women are usually more open than men.
Men say 'I just want to look around' and they do
not start the conversation, while women walk
around and readily ask questions. Women are
courageous and highly interested in men’s
sexuality. Surprisingly, it is women who ask
questions like 'how does it work?', even though
they will not use it! For instance, women are also
more interested in how urinary tract units or
masturbators work.
Patryk: They like to experiment, sure, but in our
country, there is a strong traditional impact, we
do not talk about certain things, we sometimes
even do not think or do not want to think about
them.
So there is some kind of barrier in Poland and
fetish is not popular?
Patryk: It is not, you are right, it is not a common
thing. Fetish is much more popular in foreign
countries than in Poland. Leather pants can be
a problem to some people, e.g. a woman at the
bus stop may give you a strange look, wondering
'Why are you wearing that?!'. Although Poles are
tight-lipped about these topics and still think that
some things we should only do at home, there is
a progress when it comes to public interest in
this field.
ReFForm is sometimes like a test balloon for
this culture, some sort of 'Poland in a nutshell' in
which people are open and aware of their needs
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but you also see people who have no idea where to
start, who have never thought about it or who
disrespect it. There are also people who claim it is
inconceivable - sexual practices which require the types
of accessories you find in our store are beyond their
understanding. It is too much for them, they do not
understand that there may be people who enjoy it.
There are also customers come at ReFForm who are
swept in by accident and go on to become regular
customers. They are shocked at first but realise it is the
store of their dreams. There are also others who feel
disgusted and want to leave immediately. Such people
usually accompany people who know what they want.
'Owing to force of circumstance – you came here with
me, so let’s visit the store!'. Everybody is different.
How do you promote a store which sells such
unusual products?
Wojciech: It is important that we have a direct contact
with the fetish world, through contact with people at
various events. It is advisable to establish contact with
such people, follow these events, read all sorts of
publications related to widely understood BDSM and
fetishism. This is how people discover their sexuality,
because they think like: 'Nah, I will go there and see
what’s going on'. They are curious and visit a place
where they see fetishes, talk about them.
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When people get a professional answer to their questions, they get interested.
Patryk: A discount policy helps, for sure. Customers know our discount policy and
know that some things can be easily accessible. It is hard to advertise sex in
general. Of course, advertisements are full of sex, but sex itself is a difficult
product. If we do it literally, we are likely to suffer, after all it is not something you
can promote like painkillers. These products are intended for a specific group of
customers and I cannot imagine ReFForm or its products to ever be advertised on
television. You want to go for very specific events and involved people. I cannot
image that we will ever try to approach random people with an offer – people who
have no idea of what we do.
Advertising in widely-read magazine makes no sense, then?
Patryk: An advertisement in a widely-read magazine is fine, provided that it is
neutral. One person will read it, another one will not – fine. However, I’d rather
focus on people who look for our offer instead of advertising to random persons
and count on their preferences. It is possible that somebody will stop purchasing
a paper because of an advert. A widely-read paper may be a good platform, but
you know – if you want to show more, show what it really is like, it is advisable to
show it only to those who want to learn about it.
There are many fetishes. How does one enter the fetish world to find something
suitable and not get lost?
Wojciech: Thing is that in Poland, there are no media for fetishists only. Usually,
there is a circle intended for fetishists. Fetishism is non-existent in the media, it is
more of a supplement to BDSM which is a wider category. Can you imagine a
magazine dedicated to sniffing socks only, or women and men in leather? No, you
can’t because our market is not ready yet. Few people are ready to talk about
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 2 / 2 0 1 7
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You won’t find a second store
like ReFForm in Warsaw,
probably not even in the
whole of Poland

their sexuality even though that is such a big part of their life. People look for things
on their own, it is all about shame, so the best way of entering the fetish world is a
specific and professional talk to someone like us who knows the ropes.
Patryk: First of all, you should find your own answer to the question: What turns me
on? It is the most important thing. If you just walk around this huge world of
fetishism, it is like walking in the video shop and renting films without having any idea
what it is about, and then you try, try and try, but it makes no sense. Fetishism is
something you cannot learn; at least that’s is my point of view. I think fetishism is
something you are born with, or if not born, you acquire certain things, certain
behaviours and so on, very early, and then you develop them as you grow older. For
instance, when I was a child I found some things attractive – of course they were not
related to sex back then but it was something I felt. A smell, a smell is very important. Even when you are an adult, when you smell something, you have certain
associations and remember things. There are things that are rooted in us.
You can tell that you are a fetishist very early in your life.

as well. And this is good news. Sure, these are
small enterprises, but there is demand. The final
important fetish is sports clothing, that’s for sure.
Clothes, sports footwear. More and more people
claim that classic fetish is out of their range but as
far as sports clothes are concerned – it is close to
fashion. At this point, we can say it is a lifestyle.
The clothes we sell can be worn for a party or
when they go out. It is not something that makes
people go 'Oh my God, look what he is wearing'.
Wojciech: Like I said before, there is clearly a
large group of sneaker fans in Poland. Shoes,
socks, sports clothes, these fetishes are the most
popular, no doubt about it. It is because they are
relatively cheap and easily accessible.

This means that fetishism is a lifestyle as well?
Patryk: Well, I don’t think it is a lifestyle but if you are aware of your needs and ready
to call yourself a fetishist, you are courageous. Imagine you saying: 'I am a fetishist'.
You can easily say it in our store, you can do it with ease among friends who know
everything about you, or during a party for fetishists, but you will never say you are a
fetishist on a tram. On the tram, you can manifest it but people do not need to know
that a thing you wear turns you on.

Are there any Polish brands in ReFForm?
Patryk: There aren’t, not really. As a store, we
can’t carry products from a manufacturer that
doesn’t have a sufficient logistics background,
even if they are Polish. Usually, these are people
who are fascinated and simply want to dabble in
it. We could not sell their products on a regular
basis because they are often tailor-made. For
someone who manufactures these things at
home, it is impossible to offer a product in various
sizes. And as for rubber they use, it’s pretty
standard. I’d love tailor-made products in the
store but so far, our offer is standard. Of course,
there are discrepancies in terms of sizes, but we
try to have the entire range of sizes in the store,
and if that’s not possible, then at least one so

I take it rubber and leather are the main product categories in ReFForm?
Patryk: Sure, the smell of leather is very nice, and leather as a piece of clothing or
accessory - these things are impressive. Also, latex is another big category. Latex
products are pretty expensive, but they are getting more and more popular. I
discovered latex not too long time ago and it really is a nice experience. The market
has its own currents and the manufacturers strive to satisfy the customers’ needs,
and when we take into account latex products now, we see that western brands are
the market leaders, but nonetheless, Poland offers some well-made latex products
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Originally,
ReFForm was
just an online
shop

customers can form an opinion and make sure the
product meets their expectations.
What is the connection between BDSM and fetishism?
Are they closely related or are these totally different
things?
Wojciech: Everyone has their own understanding of
these terms. We should remember however, that fetish
is not necessarily one specific thing or item. A fetish is a
stimulus which turns us on. It is a smell, taste, feeling,
behaviour - everything can be a fetish. BDSM can be a
fetish as well. Many people associate dominant or
submissive behaviours with rubber outfits because
they saw them in pornographic films. BDSM is naked
however. You don’t need leather clothes to enjoy
BDSM.
Patryk: Fetish and BDSM can be two different
phenomena, can be independent from one another.
As far as I am concerned, if you like BDSM, you must
have some fetish. Having your fetish is cool but with
time you feel like meeting other people who share your
preferences.
So we can indeed say that fetish, in a way, is a lifestyle?
Patryk: Yes, these things overlap. As for BDSM,
fetishism often adds a visual aspect to a BDSM session.
For example, rubber is not my fetish, but a man in
rubber clothes who is standing over me will impress me.
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These things are rooted in us and this fetish may enrich
and add colour to such BDSM session. It will certainly
be 'hot'. Our products are not intended for all people,
because not all people feel like exploring their sex life.
People are simply afraid of it. I am not saying that every
single person has to try everything, but if you know that
something turns you on, I think you should try it –
and that’s where we come in.
How do you envision the future of fetishism in Poland?
A ReFForm in every Polish city?
Patryk: Yeah, that would be cool [laughs]. I’d like this
niche to develop, I’d like people to say 'I am a fetishist'
and think it is natural, just like 'I am left-handed'. I am a
left-handed, ginger, bald gay with a gap between my
teeth and I don’t roll the 'r'. If you say 'I am a fetishist', I
don’t think it is unique and I’d like other fetishists to
think the same.
Wojciech: It all depends on the prosperity of the average
Pole. More and more Polish people enjoy fetishes, they
are more and more willing to put things on and try new
things, but they cannot afford it yet. There is a room for
fetish and, even in Poland. Many people who can afford
it go shopping in Berlin or Amsterdam. It is not because
the range of products is wider there but because they
will not meet their friends and don’t have to be
ashamed to ask questions. I’d like these people to visit
us in the future.
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With adultXfunding.com, we provide a platform that helps

the adult industry to raise the capital these companies need.
ex c l us iv e

The crowdfunding market is
expanding rapidly. In 2011, the
volume of contributions
amounted to 1.5 billion US
dollars; in 2015, it was 34 billion dollars. But companies in
the adult market still have a
hard time sharing in that success. Determined to find a solution to that problem, Jason
Maskell started adultXfunding,
a platform just for adult-oriented crowdfunding projects.
We were curious to find out
how this site is different from
other alternative finance platforms and which benefits it offers to companies and
investors, so we asked Jason
for an interview.

The mastermind
behind adultXfunding:
Jason Maskell

„

Ja so n M a skell p resents th e f irst cro wdf unding p la tf o rm f o r t he ad u lt in d u s t r y
You recently launched
adultXfunding.com, a crowdfunding website
for the adult industry. Why does the industry
need a special crowdfunding platform?
Jason Maskell: Although the crowdfunding
sector has grown over the last few years,
with some recently featuring a limited number
of sex toys, these are still far and few between. The majority of these platforms do not
cater to the adult industry as a whole and
many are restricted to place
their pitches on such sites. None of these
have truly offered
an avenue to the
adult industry regardless of the
project.
With adultXfunding.com we
provide a platform that helps
the adult industry
to raise the capital these companies need to expand or to launch
new projects.

How did you come up with the idea for
adultXfunding?
Jason Maskell: I came up with the idea whilst
working with numerous clients in the adult
sector and being invited to be involved in
start-up business opportunities. I soon realised that majority of these companies had
lack of access to investment to achieve what
they wanted to. It was this that inspired me
to launch a crowdfunding platform specifically tailored to adult lifestyle and sexual
health projects.
Can all projects be placed on your
website or do they need to fit certain criteria?
Jason Maskell:
adultXfunding.com is a platform
aimed at companies in the adult
lifestyle and sexual health
sphere, that are looking to
launch new projects or expand
on existing projects. We will not
feature pitches from individuals
looking to raise cash for plastic
surgery or to support a lifestyle.
We will carefully consider all projects and will work with companies so that they can make
the most of their
pitch.

J A S O N

simple! From that point, we will work with you to
help complete your pitch so that you get the most
out of it and can sell it to potential investors the
best you can. Once this is done, the pitch goes live
on the site.
In addition, we will help promote your pitch via our
newsletters, blog and social media channels - Twitter @AdultXFund and FaceBook
www.facebook.com/adultxfund

However not all pitches may it make online, it depends on the content and what they are looking
for. We want to ensure projects listed on our
crowdfunding platform will have the best opportunity to reach their target and then deliver on their
plan. Quality over quantity is key so it works best
for both the company and the investor.
One of the reasons you founded AdultXfunding
was as a reaction to the restrictive funding politics
of mainstream financial institutions. Is it really just
because of their sexual nature that those projects
are declined, or do professional investors doubt
that these projects can turn a big profit?
Jason Maskell: I believe it is the mainstream financial institutions that are reluctant to invest of the
adult sector due to lack of understanding and fear
of the unknown. They refer to it as “reputational
risk” but have not taken the time to research the
industry or to look at companies in the industry for
what they are, businesses! For example, many
adult businesses are constantly dealing with banks
rejecting their business purely because of the nature of their business as opposed to potential revenue income.
I feel professional investors are not as weary and
understand that any business there is an element
of risk, but it comparison to mainstream financial
institutions they are more willing to invest.
Kickstarter recently allowed a first sex toy to be
funded on their platform, while Indiegogo has accepted such products for quite some time. Why
should I choose AdultXfunding instead of turning to
those other platforms, if my product would have a
chance to be allowed there?
Jason Maskell: It is great to see that these platforms are now allowing a small select number of
adult related projects on to their platforms. However, on these crowdfunding sites, adult projects are
featuring amongst everything else and may get lost
in the mix. Potential investors have to search specifically for you. Whilst with adultxfunding.com as
we only cater for adult lifestyle and sexual health
projects, we attract investors that are interested in
projects from this sector.
Let's say I have a business idea for the adult
sector. How would I proceed to secure funding on
your platform?
Jason Maskell: The first thing to do is to sign up
and register for free at www.adultXfunding.com
then click on the ‘Start a Pitch’ button. It’s that
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Which obligations do I have towards my investors if
I gather enough money to fund my project?
Jason Maskell: We are starting with rewards based
projects so when the target is met and funds are released, the rewards offered will have to be honoured
and claimed by the investors who have pledged
funds.

„W E W I L L C A R E F U L LY
C O N S I D E R A L L P R OJ E C T S
A N D W I L L W O R K W I TH
C O M PA N I E S S O TH AT
T H E Y C A N M A K E TH E
M O S T O F TH E I R P I TC H . ”
JASON MASKELL

As an investor, which types of
projects can I choose from and
what do I get in return?
Jason Maskell: As an investor,
you have access to, and can
choose from the full choice of
projects available on adultxfunding.com. If you make a
pledge, you will receive the relevant rewards associated to
the pitch once it has met its
target. If the target is not met,
funds are not released therefore your pledge is returned to
you.

Your platform intends to offer
equity and debt funding.
What's the difference between those two?
Jason Maskell: As I mentioned earlier, we are launching with a reward based system which means
the incentive to pledge is based on rewards received. So investors can select how much they want
to pledge and what they receive in return if target is
met.
Eventually, we will be introducing equity and
debt funding. This will allow for different levels of
funding with the relevant regulation that is required
with this.
If I support a company instead of a single product,
what do I get in return for my investment?
Jason Maskell: At this moment, angel (sophisticated) investors are able to invest in a whole
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company and together with the investor and
the company, we will work to arrange terms
of agreement and establish equity offered.
What are the risks involved in such an investment and how is it protected?
Jason Maskell: For this particular type of investment investors will receive a full risk warning as part of the sign-up process. In addition, they will be able to access the details on
the site here http://adultxfunding.com/riskwarning. This ensures investors are fully informed and can make an informed decision
in how to proceed.

„ Q U A L I T Y O V E R Q U A N TI T Y
IS KEY SO IT WORKS
B E S T FO R B OTH TH E
C O M PA N Y A N D TH E
I N V E S TO R . ”
JASON MASKELL

The projects on
adultXfunding are
all based in the
adult realm

In addition, we are currently in the process of
gaining our regulatory approval to allow
equity investments and operate this within
the terms of this regulation so investors and
our entrepreneurs are protected.
Also, no funds are released from escrow until
all parties are in agreement regarding investment and equity terms.
What are your plans for the future of
adultXfunding? Will there be some killer projects we can look forward to?
Jason Maskell: We are so excited about the
coming year! We are looking forward to bringing a variety of more fantastic and international crowdfunding pitches to adultXfunding.com
We have some amazing pitches online right
now including one from award winning director
Kay Brandt from Jewel Box Films who is raising
£225,000 to produce a mainstream erotic horror movie “Cutters” and IPTV multi-platform
Addisone are looking to raise £50,000 for their
project. This will be used to produce original
programme content covering sexual lifestyle
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Jason Maskell
wants to facilitate
the funding of
ideas in the adult
industry

and wellbeing as well as setting up an e-commerce

ties that have not be available to

channel that will sell product too. Sex toy brand Pink

„ I B E L I E V E I T I S TH E

them before and helping busines-

Toys, a family run business is hoping to raise £25,000

MAINSTREAM FINANCIAL

ses reach their target and making

to bring their product to market. Whilst NHLP Central

I N S TI T U TI O N S TH AT A R E

their pitches into reality.

are looking to hit their target of £35,000 to launch their

R E L U C TA N T TO I N V E S T O F

We are also developing a busi-

⁄new super-sized members site. To view all the pitches,

TH E A D U LT S E C TO R D U E

ness directory within the site

please refer to www.adultXfunding.com

TO L A C K O F U N D E R S TA N -

where entrepreneurs can find

D I N G A N D F E A R O F TH E

support services from adult

UNKNOWN.”

friendly companies, this is availa-

JASON MASKELL

ble at adultxfunding.com/affilia-

New projects are being submitted on a weekly basis, so it is worth checking in on a regular basis. We are
also looking forward to seeing the site grow and helping

ted-partners. If companies are in-

business achieve their goal. We believe

terested on being listed within this

adultxfunding.com will be a game changer for the glo-

directory, please email

bal adult industry by opening up investment opportuni-

info@adultXfunding.com.
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We are a true innovator within the industry
ex c l us iv e

An dre a Duf f y h a s news f ro m Ro cks-O f f

W

hat can you tell us about the latest
that, we thought it was high time to add
products from Rocks-Off and their
another variation to the collections. The RO-90,
unique features?
which is bigger, has 10
Andrea Duffy: We've a
functions, waterproof
and comes in three
number of products that
shades of metallic:
we've released recently.
“WE WANT TO MAKE SURE
Silverado, Going for
The first is a new range
Gold and Whole Lotta
called Lust Linx and
THAT WE DON’T FALL AWAY
Rosie which is a Rose
there are currently two
Gold shade.
products sat within that.
FROM THE ETHOS OF THE
We've also bought
Ball and Chain which is
out further additions to
a remote control Kegel
COMPANY WHICH IS TO
our male range. As
ball that is waterproof,
everyone is aware, we
rechargeable with 10
PRODUCE VERY DIFFERENT,
recently added the
functions and the
Intense rechargeable
remote control works
HIGH-QUALITY PRODUCTS
products to our male
from up to 10 metres.
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.”
range, but now we’ve
Then there’s Deliver
brought something
which is a flogger which
quite different to the
is very different. As with
market, as is always
the majority of Rocksexpected from our
Off products, they tend
brand. Exchange is a
to do more than one
remote control, USB
thing and likewise Delirechargeable, interchangeable product which
ver can be used for either vaginal or anal stimuincorporates a prostate massager and a
lation. It's also a cross gender product that can
vibrating butt plug. The whole look, feel, and
be enjoyed singularly or by couples. Deliver has
design of the product is luxurious and it's really
a ridged shaft that adds extra stimulation, there
the next stage on for those who've already
are 10 functions and it’s also waterproof. The
tried our prostate massage products. This
real difference is that we've incorporated
product is aimed at connoisseurs, for
silicone chains. We believe
want of a better expression, and we truly
that there isn’t a product
believe this is a product that fans of our
or flogger out there that
brand will want to own, enjoy, and
offers this option. The
fall in lust with.
vibrations are quite powerful
and from where the motor is
What is there to tell about
housed within the product
the functionality and matesensations can also be felt
rials of the new products?
through the chains, which
Andrea Duffy: We test to
again is something quite
different.
very high standards in
Rocks-Off are famous for
fact over and above
our bullets, so in line with
what is required, our

British producer Rocks-Off
ushered in the new year with
lots of intriguing products.
Following the successful
premiere at ANME Show in
the United States, EAN was
foaming at the mouth to learn
more about these new toys,
their unique features, the
development process, and the
standards Rocks-Off have
regarding their products.
Luckily, Andrea Duffy,
Rocks-Off’s International
Sales Director, was there
to answer all our answers.
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silicone is body safe and has a peachy, velvety feel
giving the impression that it's already lubricated. It's
very tactile. We think that this is very important with
all products, in other words when people pick them
up and to want to try them, that they appeal to every
part of their senses. Additionally, the Xchange, and
Lust Linx Ball & Chain, both of which are remote
control, can either be operated solo, or to add a little
bit more spice, operated by a partner from up to 10
metres away.
What do these products deliver that other products
can’t?
Andrea Duffy: The silicone chains on Deliver are going
to add something entirely different to people's
enjoyment of that product. We’ve show-cased this to
some of our customers recently and they were very
interested to know how we’d achieved the process…
Again, with Xchange, we believe that we are the
first branded designer and manufacturer to offer up a
fully interchangeable, rechargeable, remote control
product to the market. We're obviously aware there
are lots of products out there currently, but this
product is really the next generation to the iconic
Rocks-Off male toys and for those who love our
range already, Xchange will be a must have.
The Fusion range actually debuted with Rise, which
was the powerful male masturbator, again a very
high-end lifestyle product.
How long did it take to develop these ideas into
finished products?
Andrea Duffy: We are a true innovator within the
industry. Everything that you see in the Rocks-Off
range has been borne from our design team. As you
can imagine, there are lots of ideas that are currently
being worked on, some get taken onward, others
don’t for various reasons but, in answer to the
question, from the time that we start to look at things,
it could be anywhere from up to six months to a year
before they meet fruition. When we are finally happy
that we've developed the right product and it fits the
market place correctly and destination audiences we
press the button.
Were there any trends or developments that had an
influence on the new products?
Andrea Duffy: We have currently the remote control
and rechargeable products and we feel that’s where
people expect us to be with our brand right now.
That’s not to say that we aren’t looking at further
developments. The Xchange is a different experience
because you've got the base that is the rechargeable
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Deliver is a unique innovation that can be used
to serve various purposes

Ball and Chain is a rechargeable, waterproof
Kegel ball with ten functions and a remote that
works reliably up to a distance of ten metres

unit and then you decide which part you want to use
depending on how you want to enjoy it. With both
Exchange and the Lust Linx Ball & Chain, you either
you can operate it yourself, or your partner can, so
that element it just adds that little bit extra to the mix
for your own blend of enjoyment.
What criteria have to be met before an idea is given
the green light?
Andrea Duffy: For the most part, we consider the
market and we look closely at what's out there. We
also have our own in-house IP lawyer who looks, not
just at what's out there already, but at what's going

I N T E R V I E W

to be released because
by the time we've
worked on a product
and brought it to market,
a lot of money and
research has gone into
that. Before it hits the
shelves, the design, the
materials, the
packaging, how are we
going to display it, are all
seriously considered
before we bring something to market. Nothing
is ever taken to chance.

The RO-90 is a little
bigger than RocksOff’s previous bullets
– it has ten functions,
is water-proof, and
comes in three shades of metallic

„W E T E S T TO V E RY H I G H
S TA N D A R D S I N FA C T O V E R
A N D A B O V E W H AT I S
REQUIRED, OUR SILICONE
I S B O DY S A F E A N D H A S A

3 of the RO-90's so
we've put those in
clamshells to separate
those from the other
bullet ranges and we
know that this will also
give people an
additional way of displaying them so they
are noticed as the new
kids on the block!

P E A C H Y, V E LV E T Y F E E L

What target audiences
are these different
G I V I N G TH E I M P R E S S I O N
products aimed at?
Andrea Duffy: I think
TH AT I T ' S A L R E A DY
How much will the new
that the bullets are
products cost in the
aimed at everybody's
L U B R I C AT E D . “
store?
price range. They are
Andrea Duffy: The
aimed at those who
loved our single speed
RO-90's will be offered
bullets, our 7 function
at a good starting price.
colour bullets, the
The Deliver is a very nice
120's, and the 160's. They are the bullet for
mid-range product, very different but
the ladies who want to add another bullet to
something that everybody can afford and
their collection.
certainly because it's different, something that
The first FSOG movie has definitely opened the
everybody may want to try. The Ball & Chain
market up and it appeals to those who
and the Xchange are definitely premium
embrace those desires and with the second
products. They sit up there in our luxury stable
shortly to be released in February 2017 we are
along with the Rise. They are going to be more
expecting new appetite for certain products.
of a considered purchase, but we truly believe
Deliver, which is our vibrating dual use flogger,
that if people have liked and loved other
has been pitched at those who maybe have
Rocks-Off products, especially our prostate
had more of a vanilla experience with products
massagers and maybe some of the Kegel balls
before and may well just be ready to step that
that we've had in the past, if you want to
little bit darker.
spend a little bit more and get that extra experiThe Fusion Xchange is for the people who
ence, then these are the products for them.
know exactly what they're expecting from the
products that they buy. It provides really
Can you give us some information about the
intense stimulation, and because of the price
packaging concepts for the products?
point and how they’ve been styled, they're not
Andrea Duffy: As with Fuzion Rise, the Fusion
what we would call a first-time purchase. It is a
Xchange, is very much a luxury product.
considered purchase.
Because of the luxury nature of the product,
we wanted people to realise when they looked
Will there be any customised point of sale
at and touched the packaging, they really
materials for the products?
received a flavour of what they were going to
Andrea Duffy: Almost everybody who comes to
experience inside. It is very luxurious, and
our stand at shows compliments us on our
certainly, if you received it as a present, you
branding, our Art Director is second to none!
would know that you'd received something of
We started off a couple of years ago, with the
value.
very bright and vibrant tattoo look, and now
The RO-90's are packaged slightly
we've moved to an almost GQ, strong, editorial
differently from the RO-80's (There are now 9 in
style. If people do want photographs, pop-ups,
our 7-function colour ro-80 bullet set) There are
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or banners for their site, we have a certain amount of
generic options available or we can provide the
elements to them which they can then use to
enhance the rocks off brand on their website or
instore.
When will distributors and wholesalers have these
new products in stock?
Andrea Duffy: All the new products are available now
because the team have just gone off to ANME so it
was quite important that we had these products
ready to ship out.
A trend in recent years has been the implementation
of modern technology in sex toys. What is your take
on this development?
Andrea Duffy: With all products that people buy, they
start to expect a certain amount of technology some
is a gimmick others enhance their experiences. I think
that it's only natural that there will be a natural
progression of this into sex toys. Obviously, there will
be a cost implication to that and I think that the way
you've got to look at is, where is our brand
positioned in the market? What is your target
audience and what can you bring to that in line with
the expectations of our customers and end users?
We have several rechargeable products and remote
control products and as an innovator we are
investigating other aspects obviously, but at this
moment in time, we feel that the products that we've
brought to market fulfil our destination marketplace.
What can you tell us about Rocks-Off's plans for 2017?
Andrea Duffy: We are always looking for new things
to bring to market. When you're at the shows, you
see lots of new and interesting products brands
coming out; some stay and some go. I think that
what we've got to look at as a manufacturer and
particularly for our company is the longevity of the
brand. We want to make sure that we don’t fall away
from the ethos of the company which is to produce
very different, high-quality products at affordable
prices. Products that fit very nicely into the
catalogues of all the distributors and the wholesalers,
and I think that's what makes any brand successful.

Vibrating butt plug or prostate massager –
Exchange is both (in the bottom left
corner, you can see the remote)
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The customers will demand better quality

and more sustainability.
ex c l us iv e

T h e succe ss sto ry o f sex sh o p .dk co ntinues

At the end of 2015, EAN
visited Michael Peter Hansen,
the founder and owner of
online shop www.sexshop.dk,
in Padborg, Denmark. Even
back then, it was pretty
obvious that Hansen had a
good nose for the market,
pursuing the right path and
the right concepts. So it was
not really a surprise when we
learned that, in 2016,
Michael’s revenues almost
doubled compared to the
previous year. In our latest
interview, we asked him about
the foundation of his success
and the trends in the
e-commerce segment.

Michael, was 2016 a good year for your
company?
Michael Peter Hansen: It was a very good
year. We almost doubled our revenues
compared to 2015. We optimised the delivery conditions, so we can now guarantee
delivery on the next day for orders placed up
until 21:00. We are the only online adult shop
in Denmark offering that kind of service to
the customers. Of course, this is a big
logistics challenge, but we made it work.
Apart from that, we also put the final
touches on our German online
shop, Palora.de, in 2016. Getting this shop off the ground
took much longer than we’d
originally anticipated, but
now, it’s up and we’ve
reached a level of about
1000 orders per month.
We know that there is a
lot of competition in the
German-speaking market, but securing even a
small slice of that pie is
enough to make us happy.

„

„W O R K I N G W I TH O U R

Michal Peter Hansen
launched sexshop.dk in
September of 2012

W H O L E S A L E PA R TN E R S
AND PRODUCERS IS A
V E RY P L E A S A N T
EXPERIENCE.“

ders were
MICHAEL PETER HANSEN
Which trends did you notice in
placed via
the e-commerce segment for sex
smartphone or
toys last year? Were there big
tablet.
changes compared to previous years?
Michael: As far as products are concerned,
Online retailers in many countries complain
the big trend of 2016 was increased interest
about the overwhelming competition from big
in products such as womanizer or Satisfyer.
e-sellers (such as Amazon, for instance).
Other than that, sales of male-oriented anal
Is this development also a problem for
toys went up 30% compared to 2015, and
sexshop.dk?
demand in couples’ vibrators and appMichael: In Denmark - in the whole of
controlled sex toys was up 20%. Moreover,
Scandinavia, as a matter of fact -, we have
many of our customers started asking for
no Amazon and no eBay, which is obviously
ecologically sound products that don’t
a good thing for people like me. I believe that
contain any harmful substances, softeners,
there are two big reasons why Amazon and
etc. If you look at customer behaviour in geeBay have never entered the Danish/ neral, a big development is that 50% of all orScandinavian market: Firstly, the population
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in these countries is simply too small to be of
interest for these big companies, even though
there is a lot of disposable income to go around,
and in spite of the fact that Scandinavians have
embraced the digital market and do a lot of their
shopping online.
And secondly, there are big and well-established
online shops in the various segments of the Scandinavian market. Because companies like Amazon
and eBay have not been part of the market, these
shops had the opportunity to grow and
to bind customers. Now, the consumers are used to shopping at
these sites. That said, we are
still facing the same challenges; the competition never
sleeps, and everybody is
working hard to add to
their market share.

„IN 2016,

WE ALMOST DOUBLED
OUR TURNOVER

C O M PA R E D TO 2 0 1 5 . “

E-commerce can
transcend borders
MICHAEL PETER
between countries.
Still, most of your customers
are Danish. How important is it
to be close to the consumer in
terms or language and/or customer
service?
Michael: In the e-commerce trade, it is vital to
create credibility and trust. One of the best ways of
creating that kind of trust is by offering great
customer service. Another important element is to
make the consumer feel that you are by his side,
every step of the way. That also helps set a smaller
shop apart from big companies like Amazon who
are basically just showing you a large catalogue of
products. We present ourselves to the consumers
as experts in our field, and we are eager to
respond to any questions or requests.
In your opinion, what are the most important
factors that influence the consumer’s purchasing
decision? Price? Brand? Functionality? Design?
Michael: I think there are two kinds of customers.
The ones who care about brands and quality and
those who care about low prices. I think that our
customers make their decision based on any
combination of the following criteria: price, service,
delivery time, shop rating, product quality,
credibility, and product recommendations.
And which criteria do you go by when picking
products for your online shop?
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HANSEN
sexshop.dk
operates from
Padborg in Denmark

Michael: We find out which products
people are looking for on Google and on our
own site. Also, we keep an eye on the product
categories that are doing particularly well and then
watch out for new releases in these categories, as
presented in magazines, on TV, the internet, etc.
This way, we always keep up to date.
Being an “etailer”, do you feel that you get enough
support (sales-promoting materials, product
information, etc.) from your suppliers?
Michael: I don’t think we could wish for better
support from our suppliers. They provide us with
images, texts, key selling points, etc. and the
delivery times are great. Working with our
wholesale partners and producers is a very
pleasant experience.
Technology keeps evolving, and the Amazon Alexa
Voice Service is a great example of that. What is
your take on this new system?
Michael: It does not really affect us because we
don’t sell our products on Amazon, not even in
Germany. Also, it’s basically just an extension of a
regular search function. There is not really a
difference between entering the query yourself or

I N T E R V I E W

„IN THE E-COMMERCE
T R A D E , I T I S V I TA L
T O C R E AT E C R E D I B I L I T Y
A N D T R U S T. “
MICHAEL PETER HANSEN

having it entered by the
system.
In February, Valentine’s Day will
coincide
with the release of the second Fifty Shades
movie. What kind of impact will the
movie have, especially on adult-oriented
e-commerce?
Michael: The first movie provided a major
boost to the entire industry, and we hope
that the second film has a similar effect.
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Since part one, people
have become
more open-minded and
more adventurous
regarding bondage.

What are your plans and goals for
the upcoming years? Do you want to
launch more online shops or incorporate other channels of distribution such as homeparties, or maybe a brick and mortar store?
Michael: We pursue a very straight-forward
strategy. We want to bolster and improve our
position in the Danish market and become an
established option for toy lovers in Germany.
And once we have secured a solid foothold
in Germany, the next goal will be Sweden.
However, there are no plans for a brick and
mortar store or anything like that. We are
going to stick to the online business.
And what do you predict for the future of the
e-commerce segment in general? Do you
expect any major changes that might affect
your business model?
Michael: I believe that the customers will
demand better quality and more sustainability
in the future. Also, bondage and fetish
products will become a bigger part of the
market because the young generation is very
liberal and open-minded, and these products
are no longer tied to kinky pornography.
Moreover, it will be very important to keep up
with the trends, such as products with virtual
reality support.
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Of course, I had hopes and dreams, but

I never imagined EDC would grow so fast.

e xclusiv e

Ten yea rs a go , E ric Idema sta rted ED C In t er n et B .V.

The rapid developments in the internet and the adult

Eric Idema,
founder and
CEO of EDC
Internet B.V.

market were Eric Idema’s main motivation to enter the
e-commerce segment as a seller of sex toys. Ever since
then, the company has seen continued growth, as
demonstrated by numerous changes of location that had
become necessary to accommodate the expanding company.
The introduction of the EasyToys private brand in 2015 was
another milestone, as was last year’s decision to enter
the wholesale market. In our EAN interview with Eric
Idema, we take a closer look at ten years of EDC.

„

How did you get into the industry? And what did you do professionally before
EDC?
Eric Idema: Many years ago, I wanted to be a farmer or at least work in the
agrarian sector. I also went to a so-called ‘green’ school, to learn everything
about food and plants. But my ideas and ambitions changed a lot during the
years. I worked as a logistics planner and as a logistics manager. Someone I
met several years ago happened to be in the webcam and SMS business. I
thought ‘what they can do, I can do too, but better’. So, I started some
websites with links (affiliate-based) to movies, webcams, and SMS
services. I had so many visitors every day that I came up with the idea of
adding a shop to the sites. Suddenly, I got my first order and then it all
started. At the beginning, I didn’t have any supplies; I only placed an
order when I sold an item from my web shop. Later, I started stocking
up on the fast movers in my bedroom closet. But when things really
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m • 0 2 / 2 0 1 7
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started developing, I started EDC Internet B.V. and
bought my first little stockroom (80sqm).
What was it that drew you to this industry?
Eric: I got in contact with the erotic branch through my
previous job and I was fascinated by the development
of the internet. The adult business is exciting and
completely different from other industries. I was curious
to see how far it would take me.
Is the adult industry an industry like any other, or does it
have its own, unique peculiarities?
Eric: It definitely has its own unique peculiarities. It’s a
different world, where business relationships are unlike
any other. It’s hard to explain to someone who isn’t
familiar with this industry, it’s a feeling and a lifestyle.
This industry is very special, with many amazing people
who have become great friends. I feel blessed to work
with every single one of them.
What was your goal when you started EDC ten years
ago? What did you bring to the market that hadn’t been
there before?
Eric: One of the USPs we had at EDC from the beginning was ‘same day shipment’. Ordering online and
having it delivered the next day was what distinguished
us from the competition. Next to that, we offered many
API options. In 2009, we started offering dropshipping,
which was fairly new at that time. Our goal was - and
still is - to offer quick delivery and great service.
From the very beginning, EDC focussed on e-commerce. What was the reasoning behind this strategy?
Eric: My background was e-commerce, so for me, it
made sense to continue on this trajectory. This strategy
turned out to be successful for EDC from the very
beginning, so there was never a reason to change the
strategy.
Which other philosophies and qualities helped make
EDC what it is today?
Eric: The thing that is typical for EDC is a very ‘down to
earth’ atmosphere, where we work hard, but where
humour and mutual respect are also important aspects.
We have a dedicated team of hard-working people who
all strive to make this the best company in the industry.
Our friendly and experienced customer service we can
offer the best support and assistance to our b2b customers. We offer advanced API solutions and can deliver
within 24 hours to the customers from our own stock.
Our prices are competitive and our extended product
range contains many well-known brands. We keep up
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with developments in the field of technology and try to
anticipate (unexpressed) customer needs and wishes.
Ten years ago, did you ever imagine that your
company would become one of the leading
companies in the European adult industry?
Eric: Of course, I had hopes and dreams, but I never
imagined that EDC would grow so fast. If I had known
this ten years ago, I would have bought our current
warehouse on the first day. It would have saved us a
lot of moving - 4 times in 7 years!
Would you mind giving us an overview of EDC’s
history? What were the big steps, from starting the
company to launching EDC Wholesale?
Eric: I started EDC Internet B.V. in March 2007 in an
80 sqm stockroom. Within one year, I was able to add
the adjacent space, which offered us a total of 160
sqm. We kept growing and by 2012, the space was
too small for all the products so we had to move to a
new warehouse with more than 1000 sqm allowing us
to store 8.000 items. That seemed a lot at the time,
but within 3 years, this space became too small as
well. Not only for the products, but also for our
employees. The final move was to our current
warehouse with a logistics centre of over 8000 sqm,
enough to stock 35.000 items. Another big step was
the development of our house brand EasyToys, which
was launched at eroFame 2015 and was very well
received by the audience. We are still developing and
expanding the collections to offer a comprehensive
assortment of quality toys, with beautiful packaging at
interesting prices.

Where it all
began – EDC’s
first warehouse
from the inand outside

I N T E R V I E W

Even the large
warehouse on
Veendam’s
Lloydsweg was
only an
intermediate
solution
for EDC

Your company
has experienced rapid growth,
and as a result, EDC quickly outgrew the
original warehousing space. Another thing that
probably needed to be expanded at some point
was your trophy shelf because you won
numerous awards throughout your history – and
not just industry awards. What do these
accolades mean to you?
Eric: It’s an honour to receive an award, which is
a wonderful acknowledgment of all the hard work
we have done. For example, we received a
prestigious regional award and it humbles me to
get recognition for what we do for the region of
Groningen. We are very proud of this Corporate
Social Responsibility award.

After just three years, the capacities
of the warehouse on Lloydsweg
were no longer sufficient

Ten years are a long time: What are your fondest
memories, and which events in the company’s
history would you rather forget?
Eric: Every time th stock hit the ceiling in our storage room or warehouse was a special moment.
Four times, we managed to outgrow ourselves,
within a record time and beyond any expectation.
We challenged ourselves to take it to the next
step, year after year, and it is a great feeling to accomplish the unexpected. Our team has been a
great support in this factor and we couldn’t have
done it without their hard work and dedication. I
can’t really say that there are events I would rather forget. Making mistakes is part of the growing
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pains and process. It’s what makes you
better. If I had to mention one thing, I
would say that the construction of our current
warehouse was a setback. It took much longer
than we expected, but the beautiful end-result
made it worth the while. And we can now grow
and expand our business without any limitations.
Another big step for EDC was certainly entering
the wholesale market. What made you confident
that your company would prevail in this
competitive, ever-changing segment?
Eric: Our outstanding customer service and fast
delivery service is what gave me the confidence
to enter the wholesale market. We have an
exceptional technical support team with great IT
knowledge, we are flexible, and able to move fast
when change is necessary.
Has the performance of EDC Wholesale met your
expectations? How important is this part of the
company, compared to your other activities?
How much focus will you put on the wholesale
business going forward?
Eric: EDC Wholesale has become an important
part of our company. Andre Visser (International
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Sales Director) is completely dedicated to the wholesale
activities and has managed to do great things so far.
And he has only been with us for nine months, so I
expect great things to happen in 2017. All our efforts will
be going into offering a wide assortment of products
and brands and the best service possible.
The adult market has changed quite a bit throughout
the past ten years. Comparing the situation back then
to the situation today, what are the biggest
differences?
Eric: The biggest differences, in my opinion, are the
products, the packaging, and the marketing strategies. Ten years ago, it was all about naked women on
the packaging and the marketing was more focussed
on men. Today, we see a totally different approach.
Shops are more open and accessible, products are
beautiful, and the packaging is stylish. The marketing
strategies are focussing on the everyday woman and
this shift is the best thing that could have happened
to our industry. The retailers and the manufacturers
are more aware of the customers’ demand, which
makes a difference in the way people think about
‘adult products’. It has become a normal topic and
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Andre Visser
(International Sales
Director) and Eric
Idema (founder and
CEO) in front of the
new building, which
offers enough space
for growth and
expansion – at least
for the time being

something you don’t have to be ashamed of.
How will EDC celebrate the big anniversary? Will you
also let your customers share in these celebrations?
Eric: The 10th anniversary of EDC is a big milestone
for us. We have worked hard on the new warehouse
and we are finally where we always wanted to be,
and we got there so much faster that we could have
predicted. With this anniversary, we can show our
appreciation to our customers who have supported
us tremendously throughout the years. Now it’s time
to offer them something in return. We have some
exciting offers and spectacular discounts in store for
our valued customers. The details are still a surprise,
but it will be exciting for sure.
What are your goals and hopes for the next ten years?
Eric: My hope is for us to become bigger and better at
what we do. I think we are on the right trajectory, but
we haven’t reached our final goal yet. So, we will
continue to grow and expand our assortment, house
brands, and services. We have the right tools to make
this happen; a warehouse and office building with room
for growth, a magnificent team, and a strong mind.
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My goal is to make sex as

easy to discuss as any ordinary topic.
ex c l us iv e

E mily M o rse o n co lla bo ra tio ns in th e industry a nd go o d sex

Over a million likes on Facebook, thousands
of Twitter followers, countless media
appearances. Did you expect to achieve
such a success when you started Sex
with Emily?
Emily Morse: I didn’t know what to expect!
No one had ever heard of a podcast and it
was pretty much impossible to call what I
was doing a job. I was offered the chance to
move my podcast to FM radio in San
Francisco, which was my first major
exposure. I really believed that the harder
I worked, the more people I could help –
so I worked very, very hard. I’m really
grateful for everyone who has listened or
helped me along the way.

„

It’s difficult to pinpoint how
many couples have
benefitted from Emily
Morse’s advice, but she
definitely saved a lot of
relationships over the
course of nearly twelve
years of “Sex with Emily”,
her radio show. Add to that
her guest contributions to
various big magazines and
her appearances in TV
shows and the like, and it’s
safe to say that Emily is
currently one of the
world’s most popular sex
experts. EAN interviewed
her to learn more about
her work and about the key
aspects of good sex.

First off, please tell our readers
something about yourself. Since when
have you been working as a sex &
relationships coach? How and why did
you decide to help other people improve
their intimate life?
Emily Morse: I’ve always been
fascinated by sex, even though it took
me a while to figure it out for myself.
I didn’t really set out to be an expert or
coach – I just loved hearing my friends’
stories and discussing the topic with
them. One day in 2005, I decided to
record one of our conversations –
that was the first ever Sex with
Emily show.
As the years went on, my experiences
and schooling allowed me to help others
explore and improve their own sex lives.
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One of the foundations of this success is
your podcast. Could you describe our
readers, what they can expect in when
listening to your podcast?
Emily Morse: The Sex with Emily podcast is
really just open and honest talk about sex
and relationships. My goal is to make sex as
easy to discuss as any ordinary topic. Each
show has some personal stories, some
news, and advice to my listeners who write
or call in with questions. When we have
guests, they tell me about their sex lives and
sometimes offer their advice to the callers.
Most importantly, the show is fun (and educational)– because hey, sex should be fun!
Sex is a very wide field to discuss... What are
the topics your readers and listeners are the
most interested in? Is there a core massage
you would like to get across?
Emily Morse: My core message does not
centre on any single sexual topic, but is really
about communication. I want listeners to feel
comfortable discussing any topic with their
partner, because that is what will ultimately
let them grow with each other.
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„ M A K E YO U R C U S TO M E R S
A S C O M FO R TA B L E W I TH
YO U R M E R C H A N D I S E A S
POSSIBLE.“
E M I LY M O R S E

You are working
together with some
companies from the
„ I O N LY W O R K W I TH
erotic industry. How do
BRANDS AND PRODUCTS
you pick who you work
together with and how
TH AT I T R U S T A N D U S E
do these brands profit
from the cooperation?
M Y S E L F, S O I ’ M V E RY
Emily Morse: My sponsors are very important
CONFIDENT WHEN I SUGto me, and I view our
partnerships like a
G E S T TH E M TO M Y L I S T E relationship – it has to
NERS.“
work for both of us. We
must have a mutual reE M I LY M O R S E
spect for each other, and
we work very closely to
make sure my audience
grows to trust and value their products or services. I only work with brands and products
Toys add a whole new dimension to sex.
that I trust and use myself, so I’m very confident
They’re exciting and fun and can really
when I suggest them to my listeners.
elevate any experience.
In your opinion, which
role could or should
sex toys, lubes and
other erotic products
play to help people
have better sex?
Emily Morse: First of
all, I’m obsessed with
lube! Lube is incredibly
important and really
enhances virtually any
sexual activity – from
solo play to intercourse. I want to see a
bottle of lube on every
nightstand! And toys –
they are another favourite topic of mine.
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design my “dream lube!” This was a very
Being a (s)expert, are you satisfied with
exciting opportunity, but I insisted on asking
range of products that are available in the
my listeners for their input. Using a survey,
market right now? Is there still room for
we gathered informaimprovement sotion from over 1,200
mewhere?
fans! Next – I’ll work
Emily Morse: Every
with JO to analyse the
time I think I’m satisfied
„ I ’ M R E A L LY G R AT E F U L
suggestions and
with what’s available,
create a great new
something new and
FO R E V E RYO N E W H O H A S
product.
amazing hits the
market. I love going to
LISTENED OR HELPED ME
Many of our readers
the trade shows to see
are retailers selling love
what’s new and
A LO N G TH E WAY. “
toys in brick and
innovative this year. So
E M I LY M O R S E
mortar stores where
yes – there’s ALWAYS
service and the ability
room for improvement
to render advice are
when it comes to sex.
pivotal. Do you have
any suggestions for them so they can offer
More and more producers claim to be taking
their customers the right amount of support?
the findings and suggestions of sex theraEmily Morse: Yes – make your customers as
pists into consideration when designing and
producing their products. Do you welcome
comfortable with your merchandise as possithis development? Does it really have an
ble. Sex is so intimidating for many people,
impact, or is it more of a marketing shell?
so the more comfortable they are in your
store, the easier it will be for them to find the
Emily Morse: I absolutely welcome this
perfect products. Answer questions honestly
and without any indication of judgment. They
consideration. I have worked closely with
should feel proud of purchasing something
several brands in the past to offer my input.
that will enhance their lives.
Most recently, System JO invited me to
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The most obvious problem with free

mainstream porn is that most of it is misogynistic.
T h e Po rn C o nversa tio n ma kes it ea sier to ta lk a bo ut p o rn ogr ap hy

ex c l us iv e

According to estimates, between
10% and one third of the internet are
porn today. Putting a concrete figure
on the percentage is tricky, but either
way you look at it, one thing is
certain: consuming pornographic
content is easier than ever – also for
adolescents. Knowing this, married
couple Erika Lust and Pablo Dobner
decided to start ThePornConversation.com, a project aimed at
helping parents talk about this tricky
topic. We interviewed Erika Lust, who
is also a porn director, to learn more
about the background of the project
and the advice parents can take away
from The Porn Conversation.

„

The Porn Conversation is a project that wants
to help parents talk with their kids about pornography. Why did you feel that such a project was
needed?
Erika Lust: The sad truth of our modern society is
that nowadays children are learning about sex
not through school, or their parents, but through
pornography. And what they’re learning is unrealistic at best, and violently racist, sexist and homophobic at worst. The truth is we have yet to
know how mainstream porn is affecting our children. They are the first generation to grow up
with smart phones and instant access to the Internet. They are the first generation that does not
have to sneak a peek into their father’s secret
stash of Playboys but instead merely have to type
¨sex¨ into Google out of natural curiosity to be
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flung head first into a world of free videos and
images.
My husband and I have two kids who will likely stumble across porn and we want them to
be prepared and have critical thinking. Parents
also need to be ready because they can't have
control over what their kids may see online.
Which problems could arise when teenagers
watch porn without the proper education?
Erika Lust: First of all, porn gives boys an amazingly unrealistic picture of female desires. When
teens don't have other sources for sex education,
there is the danger that they copy behaviours,
that they are influenced by it and porn often gives
teens unrealistic expectations about how to look
and act. The most obvious problem with free
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mainstream porn is that most of it is misogynistic. It perpetuates the idea that women exist as pleasure objects
without any sexual agency, that they are and should be
constantly readily available for sex without question and
it normalises degrading or violent behaviour towards
women. Besides, most porn doesn’t teach women nor
men how to communicate their needs and desires and
it can also teach girls to depend on men for pleasure or
to prioritize a partner’s pleasure over her own.
Mainstream porn is also damaging in terms of race,
gender and sexuality. It is divided into categories that
perpetuate racial stereotyping and racist separatism.
“Regular” porn is always between white men and women, and anything outside of that is subjugated into fetishised categories. So not only are young men and women learning about sex in a completely unrealistic and
violent manner, they are being taught that being attracted to a black woman is fetishistic and unusual. The
same happens with gay and lesbian and queer pornography in general.
It usually also divorces sex from emotions, particularly those of kindness, respect and love while at the
same time it is seen as a dirty thing cut off from the rest
of life. It can confuse teens about how sex connects
with sensuality and relationships. It can be damaging
because it separates sex from emotions and it is left in a
dark corner as it did not exist. That leads to the thought
of sex and porn being a dirty thing and a taboo that can
leave them with a sense of shame.
It's almost unavoidable that teenagers come across
porn on the internet. How should parents react when
they notice that their kids are watching porn?
Erika Lust: Since porn is a massive part of a teen’s understanding of sex, and yet it presents all these problems, we as parents have the responsibility to help
them to think critically about it. So even if it’s uncomfortable to talk about pornography it must be addressed
and we must never show negativity.
It’s key when you talk to your teens about sex and porn
that you encourage understanding rather than just telling them not to watch it - because if you do that, they’ll
never talk to you about it. You should let them know
porn isn’t real sex and it is not a guide to sex. It’s people
performing and it’s nothing like what sex is actually like.
Tell them women and men are hairy – they have pubic
hair (even if they don't see it in porn) and it’s totally normal. Emphasise that contrary to what they have seen
women should not be expected to perform sex acts in
exchange for anything and emphasise the difference
between healthy porn and unhealthy porn.
We should always end the talk with some positivity letting them know they can always ask us doubts they
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have about porn and sex and letting them know it’s
completely normal that they want to watch sex and to
learn but that there are other more reliable ways to do
so. When they offer their opinions, we should also listen
non-judgmentally and talk to them if they’re disturbed
by what they’ve seen. They need to trust you and see
you are not angry at them.
Which kind of support do you offer on your website?

Erika Lust: We think that prohibition and shame is not
the answer, instead we believe in education and conversation and we are campaigning for more equipped and
alert young beings. In order for parents to be prepared,
the website so far has three in-depth guides that are
age specific for parents to download to encourage them
and guide them through having The Talk with their kids
and teens; as well as an ever-growing collection of resources like articles and videos. In the future, we want
to add a space for parents to engage with each other
and share stories too and we are already talking with renowned sexologists that will contribute with their expertise to the resources section.
Why is it so important for parents to teach and talk rather than to criticise their children?
Erika Lust: Because we all want our kids to be happy,
right? We want them to have the best life possible.
Does this not include their sexual future?

Erika Lust wants
to encourage a
critical examination
of pornography
among minors
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In her films, Erika Lust
breaks away from the
typical porn stereotypes

drives. Too often, when we
As Cindy Gallop stated
talk with young kids and
recently "This area
teens, we talk about the
(porn) will impact your
„TO O O F T E N , W H E N W E
dangers of sexual behachild's happiness more
viour, and we leave out the
than any other for the
TA L K W I TH YO U N G K I D S
positive feelings. They also
rest of their lives" and
A N D T E E N S , W E TA L K
need to hear from us
she is absolutely right.
about the pleasure besides
Our kids and teens
A B O U T TH E D A N G E R S O F
the responsibility of sexuaeyes are inexperienced
lity.
and can misinterpret
S E X U A L B E H AV I O U R , A N D
the sexual situations in
When is the best time to
porn as realistic. We
W E L E AV E O U T TH E P O S I talk with kids about pornowant our kids to
graphy?
grow up respecting
TI V E F E E L I N G S . ”
Erika Lust: The sooner the
themselves and
ERIKA LUST
each other, avoiding
better. Some sources say
dangerous situations
boys are discovering porn
and maintaining an idea
at an average age of 14;
that their bodies are
others place it at as young
their own, any sexual involvement should be by
as 11. Some researchers encountered multiple
mutual consent and that they should never feel
examples of children stumbling across pornograpressured to perform sex. But at the same time
phic imagery or being shown it by older friends
that sex is a beautiful thing and they should not
when they were as young as 9 or 10. Last week
be ashamed for feeling desire, lust and sexual
an Austrian journalist told me they were already
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„W E TH I N K TH AT P R O H I B I TI O N A N D S H A M E I S
N OT TH E A N S W E R , I N S TEAD WE BELIEVE IN
E D U C ATI O N A N D C O N V E R S ATI O N A N D W E A R E
C A M PA I G N I N G FO R M O R E
EQUIPPED AND ALERT
YO U N G B E I N G S . ”
ERIKA LUST

Erika Lust and Pablo Dobner are the creators of The Porn Conversation

having an issue in her children's school with pornography being watched by kids on their smartphones. Their
kids were 7!
The truth is we can know for sure kids will first encounter porn before they are of the age of consent, and
far before it’s legal. Which is long before many parents
and schools are even thinking about sexual education!
To make matters worse, sexual education does not include the porn talk!
Kids and teens may already be developing the
wrong ideas about sexuality and gender roles, on a seemingly safe site like Youtube, where you and your kids
probably spend a lot of time. They will definitely be exposed to porn which will make it worse so the sooner
we talk to them and educate them the better. You really
don't want your kids to learn anything about gender,
sex or sexuality by watching what they see in porn Tubes, right?
Why do parents still find it hard to talk about sexuality
with their children?
Erika Lust: Explaining sex and sexuality to kids can feel
like a minefield for parents.
Some parents prefer to talk about the fears and disasters rather than the positive aspects of sexual life
since many probably think that if they talk to their kids
about sex, it will translate into encouraging early or inappropriate sexual behaviour; into becoming sexually
active too soon.
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Some others might carry sexual shame and they don't
want to talk about something related to sexual pleasure.
Maybe they're highly religious. Maybe they're conservative and they just have very specific and poignant opinions about sex... Who knows! The important thing is that
they make an effort and do it! Regardless they want it or
not they kids are going to be exposed to mainstream
porn, so they have to react accordingly and do their
best job as parenting.
In your view, what should be the role of institutions such
as schools?
Erika Lust: Many parents don’t discuss mature topics
as sex with their sons and daughters so sex education
in school is essential. Schools should ensure that sexuality is understood as an essential, lifelong aspect of
being human, and that it is celebrated with respect,
openness, and mutuality. There should be age-appropriate sex education programs at school tackling basics
to culture of consent, respect and emotions as well as
pornography in my opinion.
Take Denmark for instance. Sex education is required in every school. Most schools teach an entire week
of lessons about sexual health and relationships. Statistically, Denmark has a very low rate of teen pregnancy,
abortions, and sexually transmitted infections. By discussing sex and demystifying it, they are reducing the
potential consequences of early sexual experiences!
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We have sold more than 400,000 male masturbators last
ex c l us iv e

F le sh ligh t I nterna tio na l SL co ntinue o n co urse o f success

Miguel Capilla is the CCO of Fleshlight International SL,
Miguel Capilla, CCO
of Fleshlight
International SL

and in our EAN interview, he tells us about the
expectations and plans his company has for 2017.
As far as new products are concerned, he teases
new additions to the Fleshlight Girls Signature
Collection as well as a smaller, more compact
product version. Furthermore, Europe will get
to enjoy 'Turbo', a new innovation that is
already available in the USA.
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year in Europe and forecasts for 2017 are even better.

„

Let’s start with a brief summary of the past year:
Was 2016 the year of male toys or wasn’t it?
Miguel Capilla: Of course it was. The best evidence is
the sales records that we are beating continuously in
the last months. Men are realising little by little that
there’s nothing shameful about enjoying a good
masturbation with a sex toy. With each and every day
passing, it becomes more and more socially
acceptable and mainstream. With this background,
we can say that 2016 has been an awesome year for
Fleshlight International SL, as we were consolidated
as worldwide leader in Male masturbators one more
year. We have sold more than 400.000 male
masturbators last year in Europe and forecasts for
2017 are even better.

Are you happy with Fleshlight’s results for 2016?
Miguel: We’re really proud of the numbers we have
achieved. Our overall sales have climbed by 20% in
comparison with 2015 and by 45% compared with
2014 and we expect good growth prospects for
2017 since our numbers kept climbing. Since 2010,
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„W E H AV E A LWAY S TA K E N
G R E AT S T R I D E S I N
TA K I N G N OT E O F O U R
WHOLESALE
C U S TO M E R S’ N E E D S A N D
M A K I N G C H A N G E S TO
E M P O W E R TH E M . ”
MIGUEL CAPILLA

when the European headquarters was established in Spain,
Fleshlight has been continually
expanding. Production,
distribution and orders through
our website have also increased.
Our company has experienced
explosive growth in recent years
due to a very good level of
acceptance within the market of
our male masturbators, because
of its high-quality material and
the realistic sensation they
provide to men. On top of that,
we have been releasing new
products almost every single
month during 2016, and our
launching schedule for 2017 is
full of new products.

How would you describe the current situation in the
segment for male products, and what needs to

I N T E R V I E W

Fleshlight will continue their
successful collaboration with Kiiroo

happen in 2017 so these products can realise
their full potential?
Miguel: The driving forces which has helped
the Fleshlight success are firstly, the openness
and society evolution in the
recent years. We no longer
(as a whole) believe that
taking care of yourself is
either an offense or
unhealthy. And secondly, the
excellent quality of the Fleshlight products, plus
an extensive customer service and a good distribution network. Despite the ongoing stigma,
male sex toy sales have risen by 1,000 per
cent in the past 10 years and from Fleshlight
we really want to help to sustain this growth.

You kicked off the new year with two new
products (Jenna Haze Obsession & Tori Black
Torrid), continuing the shift from the Fleshlight
Girls Line to the Fleshlight Girls Signature
Collection. How many other new products can
we expect in this Signature Collection?
Miguel: After years of only offering our
Fleshlight Girls product line with the 'Lotus'
sleeve texture across our entire Fleshlight Girls
portfolio in wholesale, the Fleshlight Girls
Signature Collection features customised textures for each Fleshlight Girl. So the most popular Fleshlight Girls have been selected in order
to their currently 'Lotus' texture be replaced by
new exclusive and unique texture for each of
them. We started with Stoya Destroya and Nicole Aniston Fit in Q4 2016. The two new girls
who have joined these amazing launchings are
Jenna Haze Obsession & Tori Black Torrid, who
have been released on January 6th. On February 1st, we are going to release Riley Reid
Utopia & Alexis Texas Outlaw, and every month
hereinafter new releases have been scheduled.
Lisa Ann, Teagan Presley, Nikki Benz, etc. and
other current Fleshlight Girls, but also new
signings like Dillion Harper or Romi Rain.

As these products become more popular, more
companies are drawn to this category, i.e.
there is more competition. Does that affect you
or is Fleshlight pretty much impervious to
competition at this point?
Miguel: We’re aware of the fierce competition in
our sector and also that counterfeits are
spreading worldwide unfortunately. To keep our
position as the number one selling male sex toy
in the world over them, we provide high quality
Why was this transforpatented products,
mation from Girls Line
know-how, extensive
to Signature collection
customer service
necessary, and why did
and a good distribution
„W E A R E AWA R E O F TH E
wholesalers only carry
network. I think that we
can take advantage of
C H A N G E S I N TH E M A R K E T, the 'Lotus' sleeve
models of the Fleshlight
this trend as our
Girls products up until
company is well
BUT WE TRUST IN OUR
now?
established in the
C A PA C I T Y TO N OT
Miguel: We have always
market and clients and
customers trust on our
taken great strides in
O N LY A D A PT O U R S E Lbrand. Besides this,
taking note of our
we’re very proud to say
wholesale customers’
V E S TO T H E S E C H A N G E S ,
that Fleshlight has
needs and making
become a generic term
changes to empower
B U T A L S O A N TI C I PAT E
for male toys and this is
them. So after years
our best letter of
being asked for unique
TH E M . ”
introduction. This was
textures for the
MIGUEL CAPILA
achieved thanks to the
Fleshlight Girls, we
hard work of the Fleshdecided to change our
light team during the last
production strategy in
20 years. Hight quality
order to respond to our
controls, an awesome marketing policy and our
wholesalers‘ needs. We have been producing
tireless fight against fakes in recent times
during years just the Lotus texture for the
enables us to establish ourselves as
Fleshlight Girls due to strategic decisions relabenchmark in the male sex toys sector.
ted with the production of this range. Choosing
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a unique texture (Lotus) for the girls was determined
as the more efficient way to manufacture the Fleshlight Girls range. However, we have a duty to our
clients, so we decided to make an extra effort and
adapt our production strategy. The project has been
well planned and organised so every month new girls
with their unique textures are going to be launched.
How have the distributors and retailers responded to
this change?
Miguel: Our main distributors and wholesalers were
informed about this change during last eroFame, and

they were really happy to hear about the new
strategy. We even received hugs from some of them,
so you can imagine how glad they were. They had
great expectations and after Stoya Destroya and
Nicole Aniston Fit launching, I can see that they have
been achieved.
Which other new products will Fleshlight present to
the market over the course of the year?
Miguel: The market has been demanding smaller and
cheaper versions of our classic Fleshlight during the
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last years, so we decided to launch the Fleshlight GO
and the amazing QuickShot. The Fleshlight GO is one
of our top selling products now... but the Quickshot...
this has been our best launch ever! We sold more
than 6.000 units in just one month (just in Europe).
This is why our Research and Development Department have been working in new smaller and more
compact versions for 2017. The aim is to retain
customers with a new product and increase market
rates attracting more people within our target audience as customers. So a new product called Turbo
has just been launched in the US. There are 2 versi-

ons with 2 different inner textures each and they’re
expected to be released over here by the end of
March or middle April... so stay tuned!!!
Will your collaboration with Kiiroo continue in its
current form?
Miguel: Yes, it will. For instance, we just attended
AVN show in the US together. Kiiroo is working with
advanced technology including haptics and
telepresence, whilst we have international experience,
superior materials, and an ever-growing fanbase.
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„TH E D R I V I N G FO R C E S
W H I C H H A S H E L P E D TH E
FLESHLIGHT SUCCESS
A R E F I R S T LY, T H E
OPENNESS AND SOCIETY
E V O L U TI O N I N TH E
RECENT YEARS.”
MIGUEL CAPILA

Smaller and more affordable Fleshlight
variants such as Fleshlight GO will
continue to be a big part of the
concept in 2017

With this powerful combination of expertise
and the partnership of two leading companies,
a massive advance in the social lives of online
users is guaranteed.
Are there plans for other team-ups in the sex
tech segment? How much potential do you see
in this product category?
Miguel: As far as I know, not in 2017. Such
decisions are made by our main office in the
US. Regarding the potential of this product
category, I think that technological environment
and virtual reality sex toys are a fact nowadays.
Kiiroo was a pioneer and a perfect partner.
Thanks to companies like Kiiroo, electronic
stimulation is being applied so people can
implement sex at a distance and in real time,
using a platform located on the web, through
the use of electronic devices wirelessly
connected via the worldwide web. It sounded
crazy some years ago, didn’t it?
Will there be any changes as far as the
collaboration with your European distribution
partners is concerned or will you stick with your
current distribution strategy?
Miguel: Our distribution net is well established
in Europe and we would like to maintain the
same strategy as this has brought great
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benefits both, Fleshlight and distributors. Most
part of our company incomes come from
wholesalers and distribution companies, so we
could say that our strategic partnerships with
the biggest European distributors are vital for
our interests in Europe. Anyway, we cannot forget that the market is constantly changing and
then we must be ready for the coming trends.
The erosion of the traditional supply chain (producer - distributors/wholesaler - retailer) continues. Are you worried about this development?
Miguel: We are not very worried about this, as
fortunately, Fleshlight future is clearly positive.
As I said before, we are aware of the changes
in the market, but we trust in our capacity to
not only adapt ourselves to these changes, but
also anticipate them. We are sure that the
coming years will bring us great agreements,
the opening up of new markets, and also an
improvement of the relationship with our
current distributors and wholesalers. Fleshlight
loves becoming a special partner for its
distributors and wholesalers, so our relationship should be established on the basis of trust
and confidence (even if the numbers have to
be good as well). It is easier to work in this
way and it is proved that this usually brings
more benefits.
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We are celebrating the

30th anniversary of our Scala Fairs.
‘ B ig 3- O o o h !’

ex cl usiv e

The upcoming Scala Fair on March 12-13 will definitely be
a special event, after all, this is the 30th in-house show
hosted by Scala Playhouse. The tried and true concept
will remain the same, as Meaglin Harmsen confirms in
our EAN interview, but there will be a lot of
special icing on this anniversary cake. Here’s
a little taste of what the visitors can expect.
Maeglin Harmsen
promises that
Scala will
celebrate the
anniversary in
fitting style with
all the visitors

„

Before we talk about the upcoming Scala
Fair, what’s your verdict on 2016? How was
this past year for Scala?
Maeglin Harmsen: The year 2016 brought many
highlights for us at Scala Playhouse. We
organised two very successful Scala Fairs, had a
great ETO Show and had a busy eroFame. Each
show, regardless of location, gave us a chance to
re-connect with our valued customers and meet
new prospects who will hopefully become part of
the ever-expanding Scala Playhouse family. We
were fortunate to add new talent to our team; we
welcomed new colleagues in various
departments and invested in making our trusted
relationships with suppliers even stronger.
Another highlight was the introduction of several
new collections in our own brand assortment, like
the beautiful LADOU by TOYJOY and
LIL’ BERRIES by TOYJOY lines, which have
already proven to be very popular and received a
lot of positive feedback since launching. Overall,
it’s been a great year that we will look back on
with very fond memories and a feeling of great
accomplishment!
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Many companies in this industry
say that 2016 was a year of big
changes in the adult market.
Does Scala share that opinion?
S E N T VA R I O U S N E W
Maeglin: You can definitely say
M U S T - H AV E P R O D U C T S ,
that the market is changing,
which for us is a great thing as
C O L L E C TI O N S , A N D
change always opens the door to
new opportunities. We’ve noticed
B R A N D S AT T H E U P C O that, while the industry in the past
few years has focused a lot on
MING ‘BIG 3-OOOH!’
abstract designs and couples’
toys, there is also growing
S C A L A FA I R . ”
demand for classic ‘realistic’ toys.
MAEGLIN HARMSEN
To meet this demand, we
launched Get Real by TOYJOY, a
range that is truly all about natural
pleasure. Another change is the
effect globalisation is having on the adult market;
products are becoming widely available, competition
is increasing; which in turn leads to consumers
demanding more from their products and a definite
increase in the overall quality of products.

„W E A R E P R O U D TO P R E -
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So, on March 12 and 13, the trade is invited to the first
Scala Fair of the year. Are you already chomping at the
bit?
Maeglin: Definitely! Preparations for each Scala Fair start
months in advance, meaning we’re already very busy
with the planning of the upcoming Scala Fair on the
12th and 13th of March. We are very excited to
celebrate the Scala Fair’s 30th anniversary and we hope
to bring an extra festive dimension to the event.
Will the basic concept of the show be the same we
know from past Scala Fairs?
Maeglin: Yes. ‘Never change a winning formula’ is still
our mantra. As the current concept of the Scala Fair has
received a lot of positive feedback, we see no need to
make any drastic changes to the event. The fair will
once again take place on a Sunday and Monday so our
customers have the opportunity to either attend on the
weekend or on a workday, depending what suits them
best. Of course, they’re also welcome to attend both
days; the more visitors, the merrier! The Scala Fair will
once again be held in our amazing Almere-based showroom, giving visitors the chance to explore all brands
under one roof and learn about the latest products and
collections from brand representatives. As always, the
fair will feature great entertainment, a big Scala Party,
irresistible offers, and some extra festive prize
competitions. You simply have to stop by and see all the
amazing things we have planned!
Your shows usually have a theme. What will be the
theme of the upcoming Fair, and how will it be reflected
in the showroom?
Maeglin: The theme of the upcoming Scala Fair on the
12th and 13th of March will be ‘Big 3-Oooh!’ as we are
celebrating the 30th anniversary of our Scala Fairs. This
means the decorations will be extra festive, featuring
lots of sparkle and golden details. We are aiming to
make the Scala Fair one big party; inviting visitors to join
in on the celebrations and take advantage of all the
anniversary treats we are handing out…
What can the visitors look forward to in terms of new
products and brands? Which innovations from Scala
and from your suppliers will be on display?
Maeglin: We are proud to present various new
must-have products, collections, and brands at the
upcoming ‘Big 3-Oooh!’ Scala Fair, like FiFi and
Clandestine Devices, two new brands in our
assortment. We can’t reveal all the details yet, but I can
promise you that the fair will be filled with inspiration and
new releases.
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Another highlight
of 2016: the
launch of LADOU
by TOYJOY and
LIL’ BERRIES by
TOYJOY

Apart from new products and brands, what else do you
have in store for us? Cash & Carry, party, sweepstakes,
product training sessions, etc.?
Maeglin: All of it! We are excited to announce that our
famous Cash & Carry will be back once again, opening
its doors to customers who are looking for amazing
deals at incredible prices. We are filling it with a great
selection of our own and third-party brands, ranging
from budget to high-end choices; meaning the Cash &
Carry truly has something for every type of consumer.
The Scala Party is also back, meaning that we will
celebrate the Scala Fair’s 30th anniversary in style!
Another returning feature is our product trainings
schedule, allowing visitors to attend mini workshops for
their favourite brands, learning all about new collections
and opportunities to maximise sales profits. There will
also be sweepstakes, other prize competitions, and
fabulous hospitality; so a visit to the Scala Fair should
definitely be a must-do on your agenda. Better yet:
Attend both days to take maximum advantage of
everything on offer.

Cash & Carry
has always been
a big element of
the Scala Fairs

I N T E R V I E W

„ YO U C A N D E F I N I T E LY
S AY TH AT TH E M A R K E T I S
CHANGING, WHICH FOR
U S I S A G R E AT TH I N G A S
C H A N G E A LWAY S O P E N S
T H E D O O R TO N E W O P P O R T U N I TI E S . ”
MAEGLIN HARMSEN

Scala recently presented new collections inspired
by the second Fifty Shades movie on and the
upcoming bridal season. Now that the movie’s
release on Valentine’s Day and the of bridal
season are fast approaching, will that be your
main focus?
Maeglin: We really enjoyed comprising the
‘Scala’s Kinky Selection’ and ‘Bridal’ selections
for our customers. These online selections
offered instant inspiration, containing themed
products from both our own brands and
third-party suppliers, all carefully selected by our
expert Scala Playhouse team. We hope the
selection gave customers an instant overview of
everything on offer so they can benefit from
either the Fifty Shades hype or the start of the
bridal season. We expect that most of our cus-
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tomers have sorted their stock for these occasions by now, however, if they still need help or
inspiration, they can always contact us for assistance. Our main focus at the moment is the
planning the Scala Fair and getting everything in
order to ensure this will be one of our best fairs
yet! From sampling all the delicious snacks we
want to serve to brainstorming about unique
ways visitors can win big rewards in our prize
competitions; the set-up of a Scala Fair is a lot
more than first meets the eye. However, we are
confident our team will deliver a festive fair that
truly inspires visitors to party the day - and night
– away with us. We hope to see you there to
raise our glasses to the Scala Fair’s 30th
anniversary and to propose a toast to a fantastic 2017, filled with success for everybody!
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It was only a matter of time

before a male range was introduced.
ex c l us iv e

C lo ud C lima x a dd ma le do ll to th eir DS Do lls ra nge

They are already a big success in China,
and now Leo and Herman – the two
versions of the new male silicone doll from
DS Dolls – have set their sights on the
European market. To learn more about
these two, EAN spoke with Paul Lumb, the
owner of the Cloud Climax online shop and
reseller of DS Dolls in Great Britain and
several other European countries. In our
interview, Paul does away with the
preconception that silicone dolls are only
for men. And since we learned in our last
interview that female dolls are often
referred to as 'Dutch Wives', we obviously
wanted to know if there is a similar
moniker for male dolls.

Y

And the price is also in the same vicinity as the
female luxury dolls?
Paul: The retail price from Cloud Climax is
£3795 plus the phallus attachments which start
at £30. Our best-selling 167cm female doll is
the same price; she is the top of the range doll.
How many different models or variations are
there?
Paul: There are two styles of face currently released by DS Dolls. There is Leo who has a European looking face and there is Herman who
has an Asian look. The body is one type which
is quite muscular and there are two type of Penis attachment. One is flaccid and one
can be both flaccid or erect. It can
be manipulated between the two
states easily.

ou have added a male
doll from DS Dolls to
the Cloud Climax range,
which raises the question: Why didn’t you carry
male silicone dolls before?
Paul Lumb: The male dolls
are a new addition the DS
Dolls range. Already known for
their high-quality Platinum Silicone
Sex Dolls and with demand growing
for a male counterpart, it was only a
matter of time before a male range
was introduced.

The products have already
hit the market in China.
What’s the response been
like so far?
Paul: The product has so far
been a great success in China
and now opening the product up
to the rest of the world means that
the success already experienced
Paul Lumb is the
can expand. There are still few highowner of the online
shop Cloud Climax
quality manufacturers who make a
and reseller of DS
male doll range, especially in siliDolls products in
Great Britain and
cone. To overlook the market for
several other
male dolls would be idiotic as it is
European countries
getting more and more acceptable
Are the characteristics and qualities of
to own any type of sexual device including a
these DS Dolls comparable to the female Platidoll, which is really one of the ultimate toys you
num Silicone dolls?
can own.
Paul: Exactly right, yes, they are. Apart from the
obvious anatomical differences they are in esIs there a lot of demand for such dolls or are
sence the same. The same materials and manuwe talking about a niche within a niche here?
facturing processes are used to make the male
Paul: The demand for these dolls is getting bigdolls. The skeleton is the same and they also
ger and bigger as it is becoming more accepuse platinum silicone to give the high-quality
table to own and easier to buy a sex doll. It has
skin-like look and feel, the same as the ladies.

Both Leo and Herman have a
muscular physique
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all. We do find that our male
doll buyers are not only women. We also do have couples who buy a doll to enhance their relationship
without the emotional side
of introducing another person into the relationship or
who buy each other a doll.
Buying a sex doll can allow
a person to explore their sexuality and to find out what
they enjoy and what they
don't without another person looking on. It can allow
some fantasies to be lived
that may be unobtainable in
the real world.

„T H E R E A R E S TI L L F E W
HIGH-QUALITY
M A N U FA C T U R E R S W H O
MAKE A MALE DOLL
R A N G E , E S P E C I A L LY I N
SILICONE.”
PA U L L U M B

The 'Caucasian'
version: Leo

until now been predominantly female dolls
that have been available, which is going to be
something that does begin change. A lot of
our customers do not see the doll as a sex
doll, it is more of a fascination for the human
body that stimulates their order.
Do you believe that women buy such dolls for
the same reasons as men?
Paul: There are many buyers of sex dolls and
for many reasons, and this applies to both
male and female dolls. Some see the doll as
their companion or their friend, some have a
doll due to having a higher sex drive than
their partner, others use them as photography models and don't have sex with them at
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It would be a mistake to reduce female dolls to mere
sex objects, but it is obvious
that many men buy these
products for sexual purposes. Are female buyers different in that regard?
Paul: It is well known that
these dolls are used for sex
and sexual relationships, but
not they are not solely seen
in this regard by our customers. In this day in age
where all people are much
busier with work and life,
may have time constraints
or other difficulties in forming a relationship with a
person, a life-size doll of whatever gender can be
a viable option. It can be someone craving a connection, or having lost a partner does not want to
be alone whether physically or sexually. Perhaps
somebody who doesn't have the self-confidence
to find somebody. These are not gender specific
problems.
As we learned in our last interview, female dolls
are called 'Dutch Wives'. Is there also a nickname
for male dolls?
Paul: Well, they are sometimes called Manikins,
but I have no idea where this originated. Another
interesting piece of doll trivia is that doll enthusiasts are sometime called i-doll-ators or
i-doll-isers.
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„T O O V E R LO O K TH E M A R K E T FO R M A L E D O L L S
W O U L D B E I D I OT I C A S I T
I S G E T TI N G M O R E A N D
M O R E A C C E P TA B L E TO
OWN ANY TYPE OF
SEXUAL DEVICE INCLUDING A DOLL,
W H I C H I S R E A L LY O N E
O F TH E U LTI M AT E T OY S
YO U C A N O W N . ”
PA U L L U M B

Herman has an
Asian look

In the media, there’s currently a lot of talk
about robots and, more specifically, sex with
robots – which could be the next evolutionary
step up from lifelike dolls. Some people even
call for a ban on the development of such products. What is your stance on this whole subject?
Paul: There is a lot of talk and two sides to the
argument about sex robots. I think that the
main point to remember is that a human is a
human and a robot is a robot. DS Dolls are currently working on a robotic face and head that
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will have expressions and be able to
move. In my opinion a move forward like this beginning with the
face just brings
that extra level of
reality to a doll that
is already so lifelike
anyway.
I believe that a ban
on development
would be difficult
to impose and
would put a halt to
a lot of robotic development for other reasons.
I have to say that I
would much rather
have a person buy
a robot and mould
and shape that robot into the personality that they
want them to be
rather than to do
that another human being, which I
am sure most
people would have
a problem with.
I think that there
will initially be a difference in what
technology is available compared to
what people are
willing to deem as
acceptable but
this will catch up with itself to just become normal. This has been the same with any kind of
new sex toy... at first it was really out there but
then it gets to the point where everyone has
tried one and now owns two. People in general
are now a lot more liberal than ever before and
this will continue to develop along with new
technologies such as sex robots.
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pjur med proudly presents its

new videos and seal of distinction
ex c l us iv e

An interview with Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator Sexual Health & Wellbeing at pjur

„

pjur med products were introduced by the pjur
group in 2010. What has changed since then?
Katrin Kühnrich: At that time, we entered the
market with a range of products that were
successful in attracting a broad target audience
and customer base. As a result of our many
years of close collaboration with doctors, nurses
and sex therapists all around the globe, we
founded the pjur Sexual Health & Wellbeing
Division in September 2014. A year later we
launched four new products that now enjoy
widespread popularity the world over: pjur med
SOFT glide, pjur med
VEGAN glide, pjur med
SENSITIVE glide and pjur
med PRO-LONG serum.
“OUR GOAL

Katrin Kühnrich,
Senior
Coordinator
Sexual Health &
Wellbeing at pjur

Katrin Kühnrich: pjur med VEGAN glide is now
registered with the Vegan Society. The British
organisation, which has been advocating
veganism for decades, has awarded this
distinction to both the 2ml sachets and the 100ml
bottles. Many vegans trust the seal of the Vegan
Society. The seal shows consumers that these
products do not contain animal ingredients and
that no animal products have been used in the
manufacturing process. The seal also guarantees
that no animal testing was carried out during the
manufacturing of the product.

I S TO

Are there any additional
distinctions that attest to
the quality of pjur med?
Katrin Kühnrich: Yes, all
of our pjur med products
have been awarded a
rating of "very good" by
dermatest. Our pjur med
PREMIUM glide also carries the five-star seal of
approval from dermatest
as well as the ECARF
seal of quality, which
certifies skin-friendly and
allergy-friendly products.

What specific target
F U R TH E R E X PA N D O U R
audiences does your
G LO B A L N E T W O R K O F
company appeal to with
pjur med products?
H E A LTH C A R E
Katrin Kühnrich: In the
area of sexual health, the
PROFESSIONALS.“
personal lubricants we
offer focus primarily on
K AT R I N K Ü H N R I C H
women who are
experiencing problems
with vaginal dryness. pjur
med products also
How can specialised retailers benefit from
appeal to middle-aged couples that want to add
these trends in sexual wellness and
a little extra spice to their love lives. Men facing
sexual health?
issues such as premature ejaculation are another
Katrin Kühnrich: The customer base in these
important target audience. We have developed
specialised products that are available without a
fields is growing, and consumer behaviour is
prescription and are free of anaesthetics, such as
changing. As a result, chemists and pharmacies
the new pjur med PRO-LONG serum. All of these
will continue to focus more and more on these
groups attach great importance to quality and
products in the coming years. That's why the
high-calibre ingredients – something that can be
erotic market should take an earnest approach to
said of all our pjur customers.
this topic. They may even want to rethink the
focus of some of their shops or online shops so
You were recently awarded a new distinction for
that they can retain this growing target audience
your pjur med VEGAN glide. What does the seal
over the long-term. If they are able to do that,
stand for?
they will be rewarded with happy customers who

With their pjur med products,
pjur group have developed a
new series for the healthconscious consumer. EAN
discussed the latest
developments and innovations
in this field with Katrin
Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator
Sexual Health & Wellbeing
at pjur.
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New: pjur med videos featuring
Dr. Shannon Chavez, a psychologist and
sex therapist from the US

are willing to spend more on their favourite high-quality
products.
These trends are all about understanding, expertise and
education. What support does pjur group offer
specialised retailers in this regard?
Katrin Kühnrich: The pjur group works together with
doctors, nurses and medical organisations in a number
of countries to educate people about the advantages
and qualities that pjur med lubricants have to offer. This
information is shared with patients who then purchase
these products from specialised retailers.
We also offer product training about our pjur med
products to specialised retailers, which helps them
better understand the benefits and USPs of our
products. The aim is for salespeople to be able to share
their knowledge with customers in the shop and
recommend the best products for them.
Are there any special PoS materials that you offer
retailers?
Katrin Kühnrich: We provide our retailers with a variety
of materials that they can use to attract customers and
educate them on pjur med products. For example, we
recently published some new videos together with our
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American expert, Dr. Shannon Chavez. She is a
licensed psychologist and sex therapist and explains the
causes and symptoms of vaginal dryness. She presents
a simple and convenient solution
for these problems with the help
of pjur med.
Of course, we also offer
“PJUR MED VEGAN GLIDE
flyers, posters, roll-up banners,
tester displays, online banners
IS NOW REGISTERED
and other materials. Those
interested can contact their pjur
W I TH TH E V E G A N
team sales representative directly
S O C I E T Y. ”
or send an email to
info@pjur.com.
K AT R I N K Ü H N R I C H
Which ideas, concepts, and
strategies regarding pjur med will
pjur group pursue in the future?
Katrin Kühnrich: Our goal is to further expand our global
network of health care professionals, to create synergy
effects, and support the sales of our pjur med products
by having people recommend them – both in the online
segment and the brick and mortar segment. More
information about pjur med can be found at
www.pjurmed.com.
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„

As a child, Marco Tortoni
wanted to be a policeman,
which is not all that unusual
for a young boy. Concluding
from this childhood dream
that he has a penchant for
uniforms would be a little
far-fetched, although many
members of the industry will
remember him as a Roman
legionnaire, roaming the halls
of numerous adult trade
shows. Of course, the Brand
Ambassador of FT London
has much more to offer than a
legionnaire’s garb, and in our
Monthly Mayhem, we get to
see many facets of Marco’s
energetic personality.

Where will we see you in the outfit of a
Roman legionnaire this year?
Marco Tortoni: It was a nice way to start in the
adult industry, wearing that costume; if I get the
chance to do so again in the future, I will not
say no.
What was your childhood ambition?
Marco Tortoni: To become a policeman! By the
way, as a child I was always living my life so
intense so there was no time to think
too much!
How did you get into the love toy industry?
Marco Tortoni: A friend of mine whom I met
through my sports activities asked me about
some help and now here I am!
If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be
doing now?
Marco Tortoni: Life presented me with this
possibility; I would love to have the possibility to
predict the future.
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What was the biggest step in your career?
Marco Tortoni: There were many big steps in my
carrier... maybe the biggest was to have adapt to
new situations with no regrets about the past.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years’ time?
Marco Tortoni: As far as work is concerned,
striving to become one of the most
knowledgeable people in this industry, and on
a personal level, I’ll still be passionate and
positive about life!
How do you envisage the future of the sex toy
industry?
Marco Tortoni: All these new materials like
Cyberskin or Bioskin that we produce are
fantastic. Virtual reality is amazing! Sometimes,
these new technologies are made to solve the
problems of people who have problems – but
who are not perverts, which is what people
sometimes think. Once, for example, I was told
that a Cyberskin Doll was used to allow a boy
with a serious disability to vent his instincts. As for
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Marco Tortoni
Qu e s ti ons & A ns w e r s

about the deadly sins, being stingy gives me a lot of
discomfort.

everyday life, sex toys can improve and satisfy the
sexual experience. For the future, I hope that more
people will learn about the various products that this
industry has to offer and that shoddy products
disappear from the market
What is your idea of a perfect working day?
Marco Tortoni: Getting up at 6.30 am, going for a walk
or riding my bike, then, back home, drinking my
ginseng drink and siting down at the desk until noon,
having lunch and then continuing with work until about
6. After that, going for a drink and seeing friends, going
to dinner, watching a movie, or reading a book.
If I’m on tour as Brand Ambassador, my day starts
the same, but the rest of the time I spend on the move,
visiting stores or distributors.
How do you relax after work?
Marco Tortoni: Sauna or massages.

What song do you sing in the shower?
Marco Tortoni: In the shower, I usually invent songs and
I often sing in Italian!
Who would you never ever like to see naked?
Marco Tortoni: Esther Canada.

“ F O R M E , E V E RY D AY
I S A S U C C E S S TO B E
P R O U D O F. ”
MARCO TORTONI

Imagine you have been asked to award a medal to
someone. Who’s the lucky winner?
Marco Tortoni: Marilyn Monroe.
Which personal success are you proud of?
Marco Tortoni: Personally, I do not see things from this
point of view; considering my past as an extreme
athlete, I am very happy to be alive! For me, every day is
a success to be proud of.
What do you particularly like about yourself?
Marco Tortoni: My hair style! No, actually it’s the fact that
I am able to adapt to any situation I am faced with; after
all these years being around different people, I believe
that I have acquired the ability to transmit the passion
for what I do to anybody I meet.
Which vice could you never forgive?
Marco Tortoni: I will not be radical but I must say that
cigarette smoke really bothers me. However, if we talk
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With whom would you like to go
to the cinema and what film
would you watch?
Marco Tortoni: I would love to go
see Hangover with the actors
who played the characters in the
film! Obviously not sober.

You have a month’s holiday.
Where would you go?
Marco Tortoni: I'd like to take a
bicycle ride on the island of Hokkaido in Japan or visit
the islands of Greece by boat.
Which three things would you take with you to a deserted island?
Marco Tortoni: My favourite sex toys, my travel knife,
and sunscreen.
If you could swap lives with somebody for a day, who
would it be?
Marco Tortoni: The Sultan of Brunei.
Is there anything you would never do again?
Marco Tortoni: Paragliding, without really knowing how!
Do you have some good advice you want to share with
our readers?
Marco Tortoni: Enjoy life, which is what I try to do, and
be generous…
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